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Police Dog Bites Man
Near Masonic Temple
While Many Watched

Woman Accuses Insurance Agent
Of Causing Injury To Her Back

A Negro man, who wife was Wilson was at work at the
reportedly hurt when a rep- time, and he said that after
resentative of Life of Georgia coming home and learning
Insurance company forced his about the incident he called
way into their home at 1518 the office and complained.
A 35-year-old man repoi 'ii Inn after Ed Hogan of 213
S. Third at., said he was of- "A man there named Gorly was bitten by one of t h e Driver had been shot by James
fered "a month's insurance" don told me there was nothing
newly assigned German Shep- W. Watkins, of 745 S. Cooper.
last week to forget about the he could do about it, and if I
herd dogs last Saturday night A Saturday night crowd of less
to
write
incident.
wanted to complain
as he came out of the Mason- than 100 persons ran to the
Atlanta,"
home
in
office
the
to
whose
Willie D. Wilson,
scene.
ic Temple on Fourth St.
wife, Mrs. Annie Mae Wilson, he said.
truck driver, After Watkins had been
Herron,
James
sides
both
to
get
effort
an
In
televisa
into
pushed
was
38,
of 1735 LaPaloma at., w a s caught, witnesses said the ofion set, on April 19, when she of the story, the 'Fri-State Detreated for dog bites by Dr. H. ficer walked up and down the
H.
M.
UpWILSON
R.
MRS.
ANNIE
ene
contacted
fender
representativ
the
refused
JAMES HERRON
JACK AGNEW
RUFUS R. JONES
H. Johnson shortly after the sidewalk with the dog saying.
trance when he and another church, the branch manager
am
I
or
run.
better
had
"You
biting.
10 p.m.
man came to her home, said on last Monday.
He told the Tri-State De- going to let him bite you, then
the company asked him to for- He said he had not heard
fender, "I was just leaving the carry you to jail."
get about the incident, because about the matter and promisMasonic Temple and was on
It was the first time many
it "can mean loss of business ed an immediate investigation.
my way to my car. I saw the in the crowd had had a chance
for the firm."
'DRUNK OR DOPED'
The American Civil LiberMrs. Wilson told the Tri- A short while later he cal- ties Union announced this policeman behind me walking to see the police department
use the dogs in its work, and
State Defender that she was led and said he had talked week that it has appealed to the dog.
doing her housework on the with one of the district man- Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy "The policeman didn't say a most of them were looking on
day the incident was supposed agers and had learned that no to investigate the multiple word to me, but all of a sud- in curiosity. The officer reand portedly allowed the dog to
to have occurred and was not agent, but two district mana- arrests and alleged beatings den the dog lunged at me
properly dressed when she gers had gone to the Wilson of Eric Weinberger of N o r- hit me twice on the right hip bite two other unidentified
Two young Memphis men
pants," Herron Persons beside Herron.
heard a knock at the door.
home to talk about a claim wich. Conn., while attempting and tore up my
who are former students at
said.
they
thought
"I
said,
Herron
which had been filed.
'FORCED ENTRANCE'
to train evicted Negro shareSouthern University in Baton
The dog was later identified
dogs to help Rouge. La., are set to go into
Slie said she recognized her He said that Mrs. Wilson croppers in the shoulder bagassigned had gotten these
is
He
"Spook."
Os
the
cracked
home,"
not
at first said, "She's
insurance agent,
making trade in Brownsville, to Patrolman Clarence P. them fight crime, and not just U.S. Federal District Court in
door and said, "Mr. Wilson did but then neeognizer one of the Tenn.
to bite the ordinary citizen New Orleans at 2 p.m, Friday.
Cox, jr.
not leave any money for you men and came out on the tit
our understanding,"
4 to request the court to
CURIOUS
CROWD
walking down the street and May
porch.
director
today."
ACLU's executive
order their "re-admission" to
According to a witness, the
Mrs. Wilson, who says she Upchurch said the manager
the university. U.S. District
officers were sent to Booker's See DOG page 2
is a practical nurse, said the told him Mrs. Wilson appear- See ACLU page 2
Judge E. Gordon West is
man said, "I did not come ed to have been "either drunk
scheduled to hear the case.
ONZIE 0. HORNE
BOB HONORE
here to collect, I came here to or on dope" at that time and
The two students, D'ArrrIty
talk to you about something said, 'I would rather you stay
Bailey and James Mosby 0.,
else," and shoved on the door, out here dn the porch, because
are petitioning the court to
causing her to fall against .the have company inside."
issue a preliminary and perHe said the representative
television.
manent injunctons to restrain
She said her back was in- of the company told Mrs. WilSouthern University, Louisiana
jured and a neighbor came son that the claim her husband
State Board of Education,
over and had to use "towel had filed for sick insurance
A&M College, and Felton G.
after towel" to stop the bleed- could not be paid for two reaClark, president of Southern
An estimated 100 persons tended Western Reserve Uni- ing. Mrs. Wilson said she was sons: it had not been properUniversity, from obstructing,
interested in Selling as a versity in Cleveland, Ohio be- later treated for a wrenched ly signed by a doctor and it
hindering or interfering with
and was for more days than had
Profession have enrolled for fore obtaining a master of back by Dr. H. H. Johnson
their right to atta$
the two-day Sales and Lead- science degree in advertising has been in bed ever since that See INJURY page 2
versity without "being
three
above
this
are
details
ership Seminar, starting on at Syracuse University in New time.
Any
Rd.
Lake
Horn
5108
TALKING
led or put on probation. . . ."
ARE
THEY
Jaycee members, left•right,
.
Owen College Campus at York.
youngster between six and
The t w o students, along
ABOUT FISHING: T h e
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH Y.M.C.A.
Willard Bell, Rufus R. Jones, with about 80 others were re8:30 a.m. Friday. It will cliBob Honore, 34, account
16 years. of age are eligible
member of the Jayabove
Enrollment
1962 Membership
max at 12 noon Saturday.
executive with WHBQ-TV,
to enter the fishing contest. president; Hudson Barbee, fused admittance to the school
cee revealed plans for a
Thirty-one persons dealing has been in advertising and
Deadline for sending in ap- owner of the lake; and Sam session which started in JanFishing Rodeo during a re
1962
24,
April
—
Report
Fourth
Qualls, chairman of the pro- uary . . . because of their
in salesmanship as a profes- sales about 11 years. Of that
plications is June 7. There
cent dinner meeting at
ject. Applications can be ob- participation in peaceful picsion, have been engaged to time six years were spent in
$ 7
$7
Inn. The Fishing Ro- are no charges for entering
Tony's
Willie
Burnette,
participate in the seminar as radio and five in television.
the contest. Many prises tained from the Tri-State keting and other civil rights
7
deo is scheduled for SaturJerry
only. See Page 2 demonstrations last Dec. 14keynote speakers and panel- A graduate of Louisiana State Butler,
15
15
day, June 9 at Barbee's Lake, will be awarded. Arranging Defender
B.
G.
Bowen,
application.
for
ists. Among them are Jack university, he is a member of
15.
9
9
Agnew, Rufus R. Jones, Bob the Memphis Advertising club, Caldwell Elem. School
15 PAGES
15
E.
John
Honore and Onzie 0. Horne. Advertising Fraternity a n d Childres,
Representing t h e plaintifIS
15
15
Agnew, promotion manag- Alpha Delta Sigma fraternity. Cochrame, G. S.
is the New Orleans law firm
2
10
WbfC
er of WMCT television;
Rufus R. Jones, manager of Davidson, Robert, Jr.
Collins, Douglas and Elie; end
5
10
Radio and WMC-FM, joined the North district office of Davis, W. G.
Atty. Murphy Bell of Baton
serv15
after
15
the staff in 1960
Union Protective Life Insur- Edley, Stephen
Rouge.
comin
Army
7
7
ing in the U.S.
Bailey, a 1959 graduate of
ance company, has been in the Gates, Freeman
munications. Prior to joining insurance field eight years. Georgia Avenue School (PTA)
35
35
Booker T. Washington high
telefor
worked
he
WMCT,
15
15
He started when he was 20
school here, told the Tri-State
D. M. Rev.
vision stations in Seattle, and years of age. He completed a Grisham,
Defender that the college's
12
12
Mrs.
Syracuse, N.Y. and, Cleveland, two-year Life Underwriting Hawkins, Mary
dean, "Ulysses S. Jones, told
2
2
(Donation)
Dr.
W.
P.
Hill,
Ohio,
ime
me that I had been holding
Training Course. A seven-t
10
10
Hill, Walter E.
RADIO-TV
winner of a trip to the Naunauthorized meetings on the
10
10
R.
Henry
Humes,
MethoAssociation's
I
A singer at Mullins
tional Insurance"
TALLADEGA, Ala. — The march downtown to protest college campus and if
14
14
going to
*dist church, he is also an actor annual convention, he is a Lester Elem. School
Social Action Committee of the gassing, beating and jail- didn't stop he was
10
15
A
13r.
B.
Memphis
B.
Theatre.
ofMartin
at Memphis Little
past president of the
Talladega college has asked ing of several others the night rush me to the registrar's
15
15
native of Buffalo, N.Y., he at- Underwriters association, a MeLemore, Theodore
fice and not be allowed to regcitizens throughout the United before.
21
Club
21
-100
member of Omnibus
Melrose High School (Wm. Collins)
to protest the beating CIVILIANS JOIN FIGHT — ister for the second semester."
States
70
70
and currently president of the Memphis Steam Laundry
and gassing of numerous stu, Civilians had beaten 4t) n e er."
7
7
Bailey went on to say that
Negro Jaycees. He is married Mickle, Gregory
dents by police April 25-26. student severely and thrown
chilfive
of
father
of the students has
expulsion
and the
10
15
A
others.
Nabors, William F.
two
on
gas
mustard
The student organization
a demoralizing effect whad
dren.
15
15
on
tires
the
slashed
hoodlum
Oglesby, Charles
to
the
letters
wires
and
urged
on the total student body of
LOMA
15
15
Prater, Edwin
ATTY, JACK GREENBERG Department of Justice in the automobile of a sympathiz5.000. It has also effected about
Onzie 0. Horne, treasurer of
looked
policeman
a
50
while
er
50
to
the
and
D.C.,
Market
Washington,
Pretti Bros. Super
145 faculty members w Is o
Union Protective Life In15
15
Alabama Safety Commission on. Four women students were signed a petition which stated,
Powell, Aldean, Jr.
while
gas
tear
by
overcome
Ala.
in
Montgomery,
page!
7
7
See CLINIC
Shipp, Melvin
in part, "we regret • the OHM
A mass beating by state and picketing a drugstore.
7
7
Thompson, Carol
taken against Southern UMarrested
were
students
Six
26
city police took place April
10
10
Thorton's Service Station
See 2 MEN page 2
when 200 students began a See ASSAULT page 2
10
15
Walker, L. C.
15
15
Washburn, Charles
7
7
Westbrooks, Dianne
10
10
Westbrooks, Joseph W. III
25
25
4,040Y
Williams, Charles F. Rev.

ACLU Celle For
J-Dept. Leek

2Memphis Men
Seek To Enjoin
Southern Univ.

Many Attracted To Sales Clinic
Starting At Owen College Friday

Alabama Police Gas,
Assault 200 Students
At Talladega College

Jack Greenberg
To Address Local
NAACP Meeting

NAACP To Start

Moving Here On
Job Frontiers

*George W.Lee
Addresses 37th
Republican Club

1

Z
S.
.
CAPE°

NAACP To Defend Augusta
Youth Charged In Murder

Atty. Jack Greenberg, diHerbert Hill, labor secretary
rector-counsel of the NAACP
from the national office of the
Legal Defense and EducationNAACP, was in Memphis last
GEORGE W. LEE
al Fund, will be the featured
week to confer with members
speaker when the Memphis
of the local Labor and Industry
branch of the NAACP observcommittee of the branch to
complete plans for a city-wide NEW YORK—The NAACP years, and one older man, are es the eighth anniversary of
movement toward equal op- will provide counsel for the John Ruffin and John D. Wat- the Supreme Court's May 17,
portunities in employment. • legal defense of nine of the 10 kins, two young Negro at- 1954 decision outlawing segreThe Labor and Industry com- Negroes arrested this week in torneys. Reeves and Donald gation in U.S. Public schools.
mittee of the branch is consid- Augusta, Ga., charged with L. Hollowell of Atlanta, the The program will be held in
ered one of the most import- the slaying of a 16-year-old Association's Georgia state Mason Temple on Thursday
opyouth, Roy Wilkins, counsel, will be associated night, May 17. starting at 8,
ant phases of the NAACP's opexecutive secretary, announc- with them.
eration.
and will climax the branch's
Although the Negro com- ed here this week.
Wilkins also announced a Spring Membership campaign
The 37th Ward Republican prises one third of the conThe NAACP, Wilkins said, nationwide drive to raise now in progress.
club of the Lincoln League sumer power of the city, he has agreed to enter the case funds for the defense of the
Greenberg was one of the
was addressed by George W. is not employed in proportion in response to the request of accused. Letters a r e being lawyers on the staff of Atty.
Lee during a meeting last to the percentage of trade rep- local counsel retained by pa- dispatched to the Association's Thurgood Marshall and helped
Thursday night at the home of resented by the Negro market. rents and relatives of the ac- 1,500 units appealing for prepare the Legal Defense
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Green of Dr. T. W. Northeross is cused youths. Announcement funds. The public is invited Fund brief in the case which
Harvard ave.
chairman of the branch's La- of the NAACP entry into the to send funds to NAACP lead to the historic decision
Lee, talked about the value bor and Industry committee. case followed conferences in headquarters at 20 W. 40th at., said to have been the greatest
and power of the ballot and
handed down by the Supreme
Augusta between local coun- New York 19, N.Y.
citizenship. The meeting was NOW YOU KNOW
sel, parents of the boys and
in Georgia, the Court since the Dred Scott
Meanwhile
the
a
of
for
plans
called to make
The oscillation
officers of the NAACP branch Augusta NAACP branch, un- case preceding the Civil War.
membership drive.
earth's axis with respect to there with Frank D. Reeves,
der leadership of its president, Atty. Greenberg succeeded
seathe
Frank
was
determines
the sun
Also speaking
NAACP attorney of Washing- t h e Rev. C. S. Hamilton, Marshall as director-counsel
this
at
begins
Lee.
Spring
accompanied
sons.
who
Scott
ton, D.C., representing NAa local defense fund after Marshall was named to
Scott told the members about vernal sizkinox, summer at ACP General Counsel Rob- launched
campaign.
autiumn
solstice.
a Federal Judge bench by
community.
summer
the
the
to
value
Lee's
gik
ea L. Carter.
Charged with the slaying President John F. Kennedy
11, Refreshments were served. at the autummnal equinox
boys,
the
defend
to
Retained
Henry F. Picher is president and winter at the winter
last summer.
ranging in age from 14 to 21 See YOUTH page 2
eeltics. (UPI).
of the club.

l

A FACE IN A CROWD has
attracted our attention. If
the woman whcce face is en
circled will c ill the Tri
State Defender's editorial

department within 24 hours.
she will be presented a pair
of nylon hose from W. T.
Grant store at the corner of
S. Main and Gayoso ave. If

your face should appear here
with a circle around it, call
the 'Fri-State Defender 10
claim your prize free. (Photo
by Billy Duncan).
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StorkStops

REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L Williams

..
.t,
41'1
. Thomas Jefferson once said: and to act as if it were impossApril 21.
,, never ask anyone to de for ible to fail.
'iMr. and Mrs. James Blocker, Lynne.
what I can do for myself" Self-reliance develops charMr. and Mrs. 0 D. Hum- 1671 Benford; boy, Donald
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wata, result of relying on his acter and helps you to perfect
phrey, 1175 Marble; boy, Dan- Ricardo.
kins, 216 E. Virginia; a girl.
n 'talents, be developed in. yourself is to perfect selling.
ny Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. James Hunter,
. one of the most versatile Much of the wjsdom of clviiiMr. and Mrs. Elbert Weaver, Person, 699 St. Paul; girl, 2830
Autumn; boy Ricky An'
Amgen: of . history. He was an ration has been developed by
1290 Grant; girl, Annette Phyllis Vernita.
thony.
•
fl riatronomer, musician, philso- those who had the courage to
Renee.
April 22.
April 27.
.--Wer; humanitarian, statesmen. rely on themselyes.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie L. Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Mr. and Mrs. James C. DodJohn1 - erchttect, letterateur, and hor- 'Infuse the spirit of, optimism
Jordan, 415 Lincoln; boy, son, 787 Buntyn; boy,
Teraee son, 912 S. Fourth; boy, Del'Aiculsurist.
,
Aubrey Jerome.
in your selling. It not only
Gene.
wayne Earl.
Mr arid Mrs. George Ross,
,u,you will be astounded at the lights four way, but it reflects
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis White,
1540 S Third; boy, Jerald Suell, 1960 Cloverdale;
. Improvement self - reliance on the prospect. A little light
girl, 948 Kansas; boy, Cornelius.
Wayne
' *sites in every department of makes a big difference. No matRobin Ruth.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dawyour life.
ter where you are or what you
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel kins, 166 Essex; boy,
,
Anthony
yourself to rely on are selling, the minute you
Washington, 310 W. Trigg; Jerome.
boy, Curtis Lynn.
mental resources, light up your consciousness
Mr. and Mrs. George Long,
,,,,judgment, and ability have you light the spot around you.
Mr. and Mrs. David Webb, 1203 S. Main; girl,
Mildred
445 Hewlett; boy, Robert Lee.
;: is your integrity; it is Look for the best, expect
nothing
the
but
and
best,
you
. the soul of your individuality
Young.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Qualls ,
(Continued From Page 1 )
., and helps you to realize that will always share the best.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy L. Frank- 1703 Harrison; girl,
Denim. algh
':.nle Part of you can be separat- Optimism is thinking straight.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Adams,IN
transpired since her husband lin, 575 Linden; boy, Stanley
,13ed from the whole of you.
There is an old saying:
Wade.
728 St. Paul; girl, Jacqueline
claimed he had been sick.
Is.
....011114Ser—
"When you walk toward the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dam- Renee.
Upchurch said he was told
THINKING
light, the shadows are back of CONGRATULATE W I N. gratulated by Mrs. LaBlan- Andy Boyd. sr.. 1157
per,
166
W.
Ingle; girl, Donna
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Ryder that Mrs. Wilson flew into a
•
You have what it takes, at you. When you , walk away
WEB — Andy Boyd. 15-year- che Jackson, left, Tennessee at.. entered contest opus to rage and cursing the managers Felecia:
Wright, 924 N. Second; boy,
`;'ainly time or place. You have from the light, the shadows are old sophomore at Father director of the Elks' EduceMr.
and
Mrs.
Willie W. Hig- Victor Earl.
all Mph school students. N. and the firm, and told t h e
Only to rely on it. Think, before you."
Bertrand High school, is the tion department: and Perry will compete in state-wide men to get away from her ginbottom, 232 Silver Age; Mr. and Mrs. Preston Wilspeak, and act your convic- Sales follow action. When winner of recent oratorical Allen center, local ethics- contest to be held later this house and never come back. boy, Perry.
liams, 1885 Rayner; boy, PresMr. and Mrs. Clettis G. ton Jr.
tion, and they shall be t h e intelligently directed, each contest sponsored by IBP0- tional director of the order. year in Chattanooga. (With. HURT IN OCTOBER
Jordan,
PM, and is seen being con- Andy, son of Mr. and Mrs. sirs Photo)
141
Alpha;
Prygirl.
Upchurch said the men left,
_means to influence the pros- sale is one step closer to the
and one returned that evening Ills Yvonne.
...pert. You have the power to next one. Keep active, and you
when Wilson was home. Wil- Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Banis,
negative thinking and discourbelieve in your own thoughts will soon get there. Turn agement into positive thoughts
son also created a disturbance, 131 E. Olive; boy, Calaway
Emery.
he claimed.
of conficence and power. All
things come to him who waits. NASHVILLE, TENN. — Sacred Theology from Boston He said, "That woman hurt Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Hall,
One of the best habits to ac- Bishop Charles F. Golden, university. He was
her back in an automobile ac- 1102 Firestone; a boy.
elected
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hamil- ( Continued from page 1)
quire in selling is patience. It Nashville, resident bishop of the episcopacy July, 1960. to cident last October, and now
denotes self-composure, self- the Nashville - Birmingham
she's trying to blame it on our ton, 1832 Brooks; boy, Michael versa), students."
The petition
confidence and self-assurance. area of The Methodist Church,
Jerome.
men."
Salesmen or Saleswomen
went on to say—, . . "we call
On last Thursday, a woman
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy L. for a constructive reappraisal
It is the capacity to realize will deliver the sermon on
We are expanding! We n•ed 3 salesmen or saleswomen
who pretended to be Mrs. Wil- White, 1488 Davis; boy, David. of the University's
that all conditions and situa- CBS Radio's "Church of the
policy reto join our soles organization. If you have soles experison called the Tri-State DeMr. and Mrs. Willie B. Wil- garding peaceful, civil rights
tions are only temporary; if Air" program, Sunday, May 6.
fender, and said, "I am calling kins, 1871 Rile; girl, Teresa student demonstratio
you exercise forberance and Music for the service will be
ence and wont to join a fast growing successful Real
ns." The
to let you know that the mat- Maria.
remain cool, calm, and collect- provided by the Fisk univer- ( Continued
Estate firm, call
petition was made known
from page 1 ) ter
with Life of Georgia has Mr. and Mrs.
ed, the most trying situations sity choir directed by Dr. DenJan.
25.
Lawrence
FRANK J. BRAUCHER, Wes Mgr.
will right themselves. Trials, nis Cowan.
surance company, started in been settled, and I wish you Scott, 1376 Vollentine; girl, A political science instructribulations, troubles, obstacles, Bishop Golden. a native of the insurance business in 1951. would not print anything about Jayton Ternia.
tor,
Adolfus Reed, wrote a CORNETTI REALTY CO.
delays, disappointments, and Mississippi, is bishop over Intermittently he taught mu- it."
Mr. and Mrs.' Ebernezer letter highly critical of the
"vie specialise in loans, remodeling, repair, repainting failures
It
was followed 10 minutes Dunning, 1387
are only stalking Alabama, Missisippi and Ten- sic. English and History in
Chadwick cl.; president, Felton Clark. Reed
and building for you."
Memphis public schools about later by a call from Upchurch girl, Carol Lynette.
stated in his letter "there is a
shadows that instantly disap- nessee, and a portion of Virwho
asked. "Did you get a
six years. A graduate of Leginia.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Un- reign of terror at Southern
JA 5-8622
311 S. Furth
JA 7-9251
pear in the light of patience."
call
from
Mrs. Wilson?"
derwood, 1009 Harrison; boy, University . . . not generated
He is a graduate of Clark Moyne college he also studied
Upset over an article that Dwight Dewayne.
In your patience posses ye college and
by vicious students but by
Gammon Theo- at Chicago Music college.
appeared
in
another weekly APRIL 23.
your souls."
you. . . ." The letter was 15
logical seminary of Atlanta, As treasurer of his company,
newspaper,
he
Upchurch
handles all investments, in
said, "7 Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Miller, pages long.
with a degree of Master of
stocks, bonds, and mortgages. am tired of this thing, and I 559 N. Fourth; girl, JacqueHorne has taught Life Un- am going to make them re- line Lavon. ,
derwriting Training Courses tract that story if it's the last Mr. end Mrs. Lasper E. Ealy,
and Life Office Management thing I do,"
1750 Florida; a boy.
The Wilsons have retained
Association courses (LOMA).
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt BozA member of Alpha Phi Al- Atty. S. A. Wilbun to repre- man, 303 Cynthia; boy, MauContinued from page 1 ) pha fraternity, he and his sent them in the case.
rice Vernell.
wife are the parents of two
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. (Continued From Page 1 1
John J. Pemberton jr., wrote children.
Chambers, 551 Boyd; boy,
minding his own business."
Kennedy, "that the Federal Enroll by calling Owen ColHarold Scott.
courts have jurisdiction over lege Business department,
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest C. NO COMPLAINT
JA
such activity by law enforce- 5-1373, the Tri-State Defender,
On Monday, Asst. Chief
Wilkins, 124 Modder; boy, Anment officers who deprive JA 6-8397 or Omnibus
of Police W. W. Wilkinson/ft
100- ( Continued from page 1 ) thony Kato.
citizens of any rights, privi- Club at JAckson 5-3088
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hen- said, "We have heard noW
not
leges or immunities under col- later than Thursday.
of Leslie Lee Luttes, on Apr. derson, 757 Scott; oirl, Nedra complaint about the dog bitor of law, and that your ofing anyone. As soon as we do
19, are James E. Bing, 21; Ann.
fice, through the Civil Rights
Frank Dumas jr., 20; Alfred - Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland we shall investigate."
division, has the power and
He said the officers can use
Lamar Carter, 19; Paul Reeves, Clayton, 600 Handy Mall; boy,
duty to investigate such
the dogs on any person who
18; Tom Holmes, 17; and four Alan Antonio.
refuses to move on after havcharges."
boys under 16 whose names April 24.
have been withheld in compliWeinberger was arrested
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Spight, ing been told to do so.
and jailed in Brownsville on
ance with Georgia law; and 2148 Bennett; girl, Monica
two occasions, and was beatHenry Dunn, 57. All except Darlene.
en twice while in jail.
Bing have retained NAACP
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Henry,
counsel.
602 Lipford; boy, Benito CaA pacifist, he did not wish
Groups and individuals are IN NEGRO
AREA
sino.
to bring charges against the urged
to register now to parYoung Luttes was killed
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest WilBrownsville law enforcement ticipate in
lb.
all parades of Mem- when the car he
offiicers at Brownsville.
was driving liams, 495 Crump; a girl.
(Continued From Page 1
phis Cotton Makers' Jubilee, together
with two teenage
Mr.'and Mrs. Alonzo Grant,
He said, "Hate and fear led scheduled for May
9-11.
companions was fired upon 192 W. Mallory; .a boy.
them to attack me."
while
picketing another drugTo participate in the Corona- as it was
cruising through the
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny John- store where four of them had
ACLU said it was bringing tion parade, contact
Robert Negro neighborhoo
d after two son, 880 Baltimore; girl, Lida previously been arrested for
the issue to the Justice De- Morris at WH 2-3311;
for the nights of stch
incursions into Marie.
partment on its own
sitting in. These four were
Grand Jubilee parade, William
the area. In the marauding April 25.
later fined $100 each and their
Nabors
at
Foote-Cleaborn car
were found a BB gun and
Mr. and Mrs. George W. cases are being appealed.
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
Homes office, 430 S. LauderMerriweather, 1622 S. Belle- The protest marchers were
dale, JA 5-1725: Children's pa- a bag of rocks.
Whet Boole, Deeconee%
rade, Melvin Conley, call WH Tension had been mounting vue; boy, George Wellington, met two blocks from the colMother of Cnutch,
lege by 40 to 50 state and city
6-8628 after 6 p.m. Theme of in the city as the result of Jr.
N1If.401, Misttonoty,
HENDERSON
190
the Children's march is "I Love white resistance to desegre- i Mr. and Mrs. James Collins, police armed with fire hoses,
Prot*, B."'
gation
efforts
initiated by the 1547 S. Lauderdale; girl, Jean clubs, and tear gas.
A Parade."
Nylon, ['often, Caine.,,
NAACP youth council in Vivian.
City Counsel Byron Boyett
Poplin. Sixes 5 to 52
Theme of the big parade is Augusta. Their
Lang,
efforts brought
Shert end 3,4 $imms
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Frazier, was also there and warned thee
lb. bag
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t
h
e
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Brookins; boy, Eric Law- marchers they were violating
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lunch counters and buses, the rence.
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after
federal
a
Mr.
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and Mrs. Humphrey parade permit. When the stuLowest Prices Av.:glob'.
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Edwards, 394 Carbon rd.; boy, dents insisted on continuing
Moisten the lips before the
The young people had been Clyde Anthony.
their protest, the police at8-oz.
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS camera clicks for a wedding picketing
two supermarkets in
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Berry, tacked with clubs.
701 N it., LE. 77 Alabama It,SW.
day
close-up.
This
gives
the
pkg.
the Negro distrct against re- 2124 Erie; boy, Harvey Lee. AIMED AT GROIN
elethingtee2,11.C. Atlanta 3, burgle
mouth a highlight gleam.
fusal of the owner to employ
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew PearOne student who was injurNegroes in other than menial son, 1987 Swift; a girl.
ed said the police made every
capacities. Negro patronage April 26.
effort to strike young men in
1-1b.
was withdrawn from t h e
M. and Mrs. Goldia Owens, the groin with their clubs. The
KROGER
stores as a result of the NA- 709-B Wells; a girl,
students sang throughout and
pkg.
ACP demonstration. FollowMr. and Mrs. Young White, did not strike back.
ing the slaying, picketing was 1509 S. Lauderdale; girl, Finally they were driven
halted and a Negro cashier Maria Antoniette.
back to the college gate, where
HUNT's
hired in one of the stores.
Mr. and Mrs. James Conner, the police stopped beating
for
8-oz.
871 Randle; boy, Kenneth them. Many of the victims
not only had severe bruises,
Hayes.
con
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Turn- but also cuts inflicted by
er, 1176 Kerr; girl, Bridget some sharp instrument.
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FllIlel al services f o r Robert Milam. 363-C Driver
will be held in Hallibugton
The Owen College A i unin
Baptist church at Nesbitt,
Association will present
•
Miss.. Sunday afternoon. The
•••••••••••••••••••••
"Spring to You in Fashions" at
wake will be
5 p.m., Sunday. May 20 in the
EVERY WOMAN LIKES to teners with great words of poheld
at
St.
auditorium of Roger Williams
be told that her hat is pretty. litical wisdom. He said he sees
Mark Baptist
hall.
a
man
with
dark
tall,
Mrs.
young
ask
it,
It you don't believe
church,940
Mrs. Sarah F. Gray is genGeorgia Covington, Mrs. Doro- brown hair boarding a train
S. Lauderdale
eral chairman Of the fashion
thy Brown and Mrs. Reba Da- to go to Washington, D. C., to
at., from 6 to
show which will feature many
vis, all practical nurses. One kick Cliff Davis out of a conoutstanding local models dis10 p.m. Saturof the nurses were wearing a gressional seat in which he has
playing the latest styles.
day.
pink organza hat on Easter laid many eggs. When he was
program is being arrangA
Sunday afternoon when she reminded that Cliff Davis' only
Mr. Milam
ed under the leadership of Mrs.
entered a restuarant. A promi- announced opponent is Lewis
one of the oldD. Telford.
Mary
nent business man asked if sbe Taliaferro, who is not tall, nor GRANT SCHOOL FACULTY
ney Dette Hayes (PTA presi•
oree. her husband. Andrew
John A. Armstrong and Gene WITH UNION PROTECTIVE who had been Robert Milan
minded being told how pretty does he have dark hair, Atty. "saluted" its "Outstanding
dent), Miss Susie A. BlackDiggs: Mrs. Billy. Hawkins,
Cumby are in charge of — Leonard E. Martin, back eat carriers of the Tri-State
E.
her hat was. Oh! course not. Willis, snorted, "I have just Teacher of the Year." Mrs.
burn, Miss Freddie Hill, Miss ticket sales.
Mrs. Dorothy Kateo. Mrs.
home after serving with the Defender, died at John Gasthe
of
the
winner
DID YOU KNOW that there described
Bobbie Kuykendall, Miss
Maxcine Guice, Miss Dorothy
Mary Diggs. at a dinner held
Tickets may be purchased
S. Army, has joined the ton hospital. April 26, after
is segregation practiced in the race, whom I have endorsed. in her honor at the Flame
Georgia Bramlett, Mrs. from Owen Alumni of the Col- U.
Jackson, Miss Aretha Shaffer.
Union Protective Life Insur• suffering a stroke five weeks
seating of customers at the rurthermore. I am not voting rostuuant last Tuesday. She
Eleanor Hoskin, Mrs. Alma lege Business Office.
Mrs. Nettie 0. Cole. Standing
snot company force. A grad. ago. Born blind, he sang while
Memphis Light, Gas & Water for Atty. Taliaferro. That leaves was presented with gifts and
Stark s, Miss Elaine Field.
— Mrs. Aretta J. Polk (prouatie of Manassas and former accompanying himself on the
and
Williams
Ercelle
Division. Try it, go there for only the undeclared Ross Prit- an orchid, Pictured above
Mrs.
gram chairman), Frank J.
student at Morehouse college piano on Radio Station WDIA
Norment.
Miss
Bur
Jewel
Mrs.
business and see if all Negroes chard."
Lewis (principal),
are: (left to right, seated) —
lin Atlanta, he lives at 1013.N. about eight years.
ATTY. RUSSELL B. (B. for Mrs. Mary Diggs. the honare seated on the west-side of
Seventh.
Born in Byhalie. Miss, he
the waiting room. All white Bertram), jr., got the "Ross
moved here 26 years ago.. He
cutomers are directed to take Pritchard For Congress" image
had been a deacon at St.
lii "Lint•oln and the Negro''
seats on the east side of the from a crystal ball some months
Mark's church 20 years.
room. When will the idiots ago. Better yet, let us say . . .
by Benjamin Quarles, to be
Survivors include his wife,
published by Oxford Univerhe has been polishing that
learn?
leading
PritMrs. Frizella Milam, a daughsity Press on May 3, a
WILLIE DUNN HAS RE- crystal ball to keep the
Negro
American
scholar of
turned home after staying in chard image clearly in view
ter, Mrs. Eleatha Williams of
history traces, for t h e first
New York City for a number of for some months.
CANNON AFB. N. M
Chicago and 13 grandchildren.
important
the
detail,
COMMISSIONER
in
time
months. Willie says he is at- POLICE
Airman. Third Class Jimmie I.
changes in Lincoln's attitude Ingrain, son of Mrs. Louise In- The Broadie Funeral home is
Claude Armour indicated last
tending an academy there.
Countess Johnson of 908 N.
culthat
exerNegro
graduating
the
toward
during
ONE OF THE FAVORITE week
gram, 10 E. Triggs ave.. Mem- in charge.
Third, a junior at LeMoyne
minated in the Emancipation phis. Tenn., has been selected
organizations with the local cises of a group of Negro po- college, was elected president
Proclamation. He also tells the Airman of the Month in the
press is' the Sarah Brown licemen, that their badges made of the student division of the
equally important story of the 27th Tactical Fighter Wing
Branch YWCA. Each year it them eligible to arrest any vi- Tennessee Education Congress
FOR
change in the Negro's attitude here.
gives a luncheon in honor of olators. This move does justice which met in Nashville. She
toward Lincoln that helped
Airman Ingrain, a United
the local men and women in to the city's police depart- succeeds Willie Ray Terry 0,
tItTIES
give him his unique place in States Air Force adnunistrathe newspaper and radio field. ment. . .
119 Mockler, a senior at LeWE ARE TOLD that taxicabs
to my American history.
for
happening
this
selected
was
noticed
specialist,
live
This is highly appreciated by
WATSON
ByCARLOTTA
DIN\ FliS
Moyne.
Benjamin Quarles. Professor his outstandrug conduct and
heretofore restricted to white
us.
Musing: A child's discipline own mother I began noticing
to
elected
Other
LeMoynites
State
Morgan
changing
at
are
History
So of
Rufus R. Jones, a local in- passengers only
NINE10,‘Iilli
of duty.
state offices were Gwendolyn patterns are established in other older people, too.
of performance
surance man, flooped into a that policy. Now they are re- Jones, assistant secretary, and the first four or five years of many older people become college in Baltimore, is one
airman, who attended
The
field
the
the
in
have
who
scholars
leading
the
those
to
chair at the Memphians Club stricted
his life—before he ever goes abusive with clerks, etc.. I
Hattie Mangum, chaplain.
them say, of American Negro history. He Hamilton high school, entered
dance last weekend and ex- green . . . only. We do mean
Representing LeMoyne at to school. As far as further have even heard
has written a biography of the service in May 1961.
money.
with
those
haustingly said "this is off the
the meeting were Gwendoyn training in self-discipline is "I am old. I can get away with Frederick Douglass and books
THE NORTH RISE AGAIN Jones, Hattie Mangum, Coun- concerned, the teachers in it." These people are not ill.
record, but I. have just fizzled
ilk out." We can readily under- against the South under the tess Johnson, Johnnie Rodgers most of our schools do not they are men and women who on the role of the Negro in
the Revolutionary War a n d
stand why . . . he had been shadows of a gubernatorial and Willie Ray Terry.
have the authority to enforce expect to be catered to and the Civil War.
doing the twist. Which, no campaign. There is a tall young
Other colleges represented rules. Only parents have this they do get their own way.
Weary Sun
doubt, was too strenuous for man standing in the Northern were Knoxville, Lane a n d authority. And realistic paa man of 27. Incidentally, Mr. part of the city hurling chal- Tennessee State.
rents know that there a r e Dear Son:
Most of us tend, to ling
and Mrs. Jones were celebrat- lenges at some young men in
Zetta Winfrey. Tennessee times when authority must be
ing their ninth wedding anni- the Southern part . . Mean- State, was elected vice presi- exercised if a child is to be our manners when people to
while we say "let not the war dent; Gloria Burgess, Knox- taught self-discipline, especial- get us. Your comments will It,
versary. Congrats to them.
Librarians from all parts of STAMPED OM A INAVIllegl 11010to many
111111$01 C01.01 PERMANIIIIT
A. W. WILLIS has looked cry suffer or the angry young ville, secretary; Eunice Hunt- ly at the grade-school level. helpful, I am sure,
;There Erertf
Tennessee were in Knoxville
ages.
1105550 OITA/ PUTS
all
of
women
and
men
April 26-26 for a meeting of
Will MO lorevwr. PM war. wawa, Iwo
into his great political crystal men see red." Don't be ham er, Knoxville, parliamentar- (To be continued.)
expect
shall
I
Incidentally,
PaSO.
beenIsime,
Li/stonier is
coed. Too Mt
▪
the Tennessee Library Associ- •
ian, and Marva Frazier, Knox- Dear Carlotta:
ball. Now he is addressing ha- politicans.
oreloolood
Mettosoollo cow
Why is it that so many of detailed comments from so-call- ation.
ville, treasurer.
corwors wad idawl./k.l.00
proper
to
as
arbiters
to
social
ed
seem
Soc••••
Social
oadl
people
aeldroo•
Special
Sood
Sornebtuir
older
Among the Memphians who ...no. WIWI PLAINIP), adso ob.&
Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, ad- o u r
ex- behavior when dealing with
the
MOO
meetfor
visor to the LeMoyne group, think that growing old
there
traveled
4..14 moies..e ler
1
cuses bad manners? When I "senior citizens." However, po- ing were Mrs. Pearl... Oates, h/
also attended the meeting.
consideration
and
liteness
Phone ,Jt 64241
the
of
branch
Ave.
Vance
know no special age or set of Memphis Public Library; Mrs.
$1.50 each
manners.
Beale and llernattilo
Thelma McKissic. North
Fashion Enterprises
Dear Carlotta
branch; Mrs. Hazel Dixon.
for
Memphis. Team:
Is there any age limit
6651 Michigan Avenue
Elementary
Ave.
Georgia
volunteers in has school; and Mrs. Ola Campwomen
Chicago 37, Illinois
never
have
pitals? I am 61 and
Park.
volunteered before for any- bell, Hyde
Officers of the West Side
thing. I don't want to be emDemocratic club, 12th Ward,
barrassed by my age, but I
were installed during a prowould like to help..
gram held last Sunday night
Dear Aged (?):
at the Greater Mt. Pleasant
Buy B•lists Wholesale Thousands
You remind me of a bigBaptist church.
of Notionally Advertised Prodhide
can't
You
ostrich.
hearted
Guest speaker for the proucts for Yourself or 5•II to Your
your age and should never be Friends er Neighbors at • Profit.
• 2 CAR DISCOUNT
gram was Atty. I. H. Murphy
I
it.
of
because
embarrassed
His subject was "ConsolidaEXAMPLE: Notionally Advertised
• SAFE DRIVERS DISCOUNT
tion."
OFFI• assure you that if there exists Men's 25-Jewel Watch Roads for
FOREIGN SERVICE
• 2nd YEAR DISCOUNT
Officers installed by Rev. CER — Mrs. Joyce F. Garrett a single hospital that turns 5119.95.Whel•sal•s for 144.95.
• CAN INSURE CANCELLED
Alexander Gladney w ere of Detroit was recently ap- you down, you will find sev- Your Price is $24.65. Send $1.00
and REJECTED DRIVERS -James Ballard, president; Eli- pointed a Foreign Service Of. en that will take you without
Be, GIANT CATALOG to
jah Robinson, vice president; ficer pending approval of the
Call MR. MORRIS
OAKS
murmur about
a
as
much
so
Mrs. Bessie Williams, secre- U. S.' Senate. A 1953 cum
(Dept. 4)62-60 - 99th St.
GL 8-6455
tary; Mrs. Dessie Frazier, as- laude graduate of Smith col. your age.
Barron
3168
Forest Hills 75, N.Y.
sistant secretary; Mrs. Eliza- lege Northampton. Mass., she
beth Jones, financial secretary; majored in history and govern
Mrs .Mary Parsons, treasurer; mend. Her junior year was
and Rev. Lee Porteer, chap- spent in Geneva, Switzerland.
The Owen College Alumni
lain.
Since then she has taken grad. Association will hold a regular
uate courses in education and meeting on Friday, May 4, at
political science at Wayne 7:30 p.m. in Room 25 of the
State university in Detroit and college's administration buildhave
LaRose School PTA
in South Caro. ing.
made plans to sponsor a taught school
All members are urged to
"Garden Tea" Sunday, May 6 lina.
from 4 to 6 p,m, in the school s
attend. Tickets for the Fashcafeterium. "An interesting urged to attend.
ion Show, to be presented
program is being arranged"
Mrs. Lucille Brown is PTA
will be
said the general chairman, president. J. L. Brinkley is the May 20 at the College,
distributed.
Careful drirers can 11071' lovs.
principal.
school's
is
Mrs. A. Currie. The public
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Lincoln's Unique
View Of Negroes

•

LeMoyne Co-Ed
Gets Top Post
In Student TEC

Memphis Man Is
Soldier Of Month

4 Memphians Attend
Meeting In Knoxville

Club Hears A Talk
On Consolidation;
Installs Officers

SAVE $$$ 1

Owen Alumni To Meet

LaRose PTA Tea

ROYALTY OF CALVARY
Lutheran school's PTA was
crowned at the climax of •
recent contest. Coronation
exercises were held at the
school, 826 Edith ave. On the

News for you!

top row are King Anthony
Duwayn• Howard and Queen
Freida Regina Williams. Below are Princess Sandra Dennis Peyton and Prince Gary
Boom.
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(11 lowest preferred rates

WASHES ALL FABRICS SAFELY
AND CLEANER MAN EVA BEFORE,
FULL TIME
AUTOMATIC
LINT FILTER

ne•deal.

weak

E
NORG
WASHER

AUTO INSURANCE
at E.H.CRUMP& CO.

6 Months
Normal Supply
of Tide

See or Call

FREE

W. E. (Bill) ANDERSON

With Washer

i,. al, 1111.!

motor

Why pay more for your automobile insurance than you have to?
If you are a preferred risk, you deserve preferred rates -- and
you can get them at E. H. Crump & Co.
And even if you have had trouble buying your car insurance,
you too can now get it at E. N. Crump St Co. atreasonablerates.
Bring your driver's license, and either your license tog receipt
or owner's title card to the E. H. Crump & Co. office at Main
and Adams.

For Friendly, Courteous Service
Featuring - New Rides
Games, Concession Stands
And the --1;South's Finest
Kiddieland"

• FUN FOR ALL AT POPULAR PRICE •

FREEMAN
MAIN AT ADAMi

"Thy, South's Largest Insurance Company"
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"He answered and said. A somewhere down the line the
man called Jesus made clay man who has come in sontact
and annointed my eyes, and with Jesus has been tile man
I
said unto me. go. and wash who has
really - made the
and Tenn
. Among nain the pool of Siloam, and I change. Man's fullest 'expres- ZETAB IN MOBILE — "New
Frontiers for Zeta Women in
tional and regional officers
washed and received my sion is never lealized,
-until he the Sixties" was the theme
seen here. starting third
sight." — John 9:11
comes in contact with Jesus.
of
a
two-day
session
held
from left, front row, and
THE 'SELF-MADE'
Daily something 'in man April 20-21 at Central High
reading right, a r• Mr s.
We live in a wqrld where cries out for expression
. Man school in Mobile. Ala., and
Loretta
Katt°, director of
mintiest people be:wider an wants to live-and be
that of attended by delegates of Zeta
AMICA•
Affairs, Memphis;
illusion that they are what which he holds greatest capaPhi Beta sorority from AlaMrs.
Lucinda B. Robey, nathey are because of what they bility. Long years ago many
bama, Arkansas, Mississippi
tional
trustee,
Birmingham:
are capable of doing. They lay men have learned that only
success to what they have ccmtact with Jesus could he
been able to do through men- grow to his greatest height.
tal prowess in social or eco- Man can never attain his
ic areas. They take great fullest degree of growth withe in being_
- out Jesus. Only contact with
,Nothing could be 'farther Jesus will open blind eyes, unftom the truth. If something stop deaf ears or melt
cold
Were to happen to take out of hearts.
our lives all that 'someone The rising tide of goodness
else had done as far as c o n- on the part of -Man lisps every
ttibutions are incerned—our man that each'str
N someHives would Is—miserably where down the lint must
eMpty.
come in close contact--with
;The blind man smite- in a Jesus. It is at this point that
language we all should be us- we grow into our fullest capaing. We are not what we have bilities. We will be • cleansed
mada ourselves, but tither within and without. This is
atilt God has made us. He possible only through contact
Was born blind. In all prob- with Jesus.
abilities he, like many of us,
bad tried remedy after remedy to try to heal the condition.
MISS MARY E. TAYLOR
Then one day he got in touch
girls Sharon Smith, Gwenweds James M. Harris: Pic.
dolyn Davis and Elsie Cooke.
with Jesus.
lured
above
are:
(left to
Second row: (left to right:)
GAVE GOD CREDIT
.
right;
front
row:)
Flower
Mrs. Lurline Mathis, Mrs.
At' this point for him life
changed. The most rewarding
thing was that he did not take
the credit for healing himself.
He told those who questioned
him — a man called Jesus had
cured his blindness.
There are those of us who
today can look back over our
lives and see days of meanBy ANNA L. COOKE
The bride's mother chose
nes, prejudice. confusion, and
The altar was decked with blue, wearing a purple orchid
the ace and wonder how we
greenery and palms, centerd at her shoulder. The groom's
were' able to outgrow such
with white gladioli arched mother wore beige lace and
things in our lives. Within
with branched candlelabra for her corsage was also a purourselves we cannot explain it.
the setting of the marriage ple orchid.
but a closer examination will
A reception followed in the
reveal something we had failceremony when Miss Mary
Elizabeth Taylor became the church assemblytorium with
ed to take into consideration.
It was Jesus working in and
bride of James Murry Harris Mesdames Margaret Savage
through us that made us DR. HOWARD THURMAN. at First Baptist Church in and Vera Brooks in charge
change. We cannot be honest dean of the Boston University Jackson, Tenn., on Saturday, of the receiving' line. Attending the bride's table was Mrs.
within ourselves and say any- Marsh Chapel since 1953 and April 21.
thing we did accounted for the one of the nation's distinguishPerforming the double ring B. C. Lucas assisted by hostesses
attired in blue organdy.
change but it is due to the fact ed clergymen, has been granted ceremony was Rev. A. Mcthat somewhere we came in a two-year leave to "extend Ewen Williams of Memphis, They were: Dwan Gilmore,
Janice
Bell, Castle Curry,
contact with Jesus and He his ministry to the nation and assisted by Rev. J. M. Cunn-,
made our lives different. It is the world." according to an ingliam, pastor of the church, Gracie Kirk, Carolyn Davis,
this that made 113 what we announcement today by PresiNuptial music was by Mrs. Dolores Vaulx, and Beverly
are!
dent Harold C. Case of the Kaye Reed at the organ, Mrs. Bledsoe. Keeping the guest
The change that has taken university.
Ernestine Ramey at the piano register was Mrs. Mildred
place .within us whether emowith solists, Mrs. Cornelia Harris, sister-in-law of the
tional, pysical, moral or spirTaylor of Chicago, fll., sister- groom.
itual is due to the fact that we
in-law of the bride and Dr. The bride's table, covered
have come in contact with a
W. E. McKissack of Jackson. with a white linen cloth, was
force far superior to us that
centered
with
Parents of the bride are beautifully
has been a source of admiraMr. and Mrs. Otis Price of white and yellow carnations
tion and challenge. It is this!
Jackson. Parents of the groom with candelabra on each side.
Directesses of the wedding
Folrce that has placed a fulu
are Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
impact upon our live.s and ‘k
were Mesdames R. S. McKisHarris, also of Jackson.
have changed.
The bride, given in marriage sack and Mildred Manuel.
IMPACT OF JESUS
by her step-father, wore white OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
The impact of the personalMrs. Lucie E. Campbell Wil- chantilly lace, fashioned with
Among the out of town
ity of Jesus has had historical liams. Music
Composer of a scolloped neckline and fitted guests present were: Mr. and
impacts upon the lives of men. Memphis and Nashville. will bedice
which extended into Mrs. Willie D. Taylor and
education has made some im- be guest speaker
at the An- a chapel train. Her veil of il- family of Chicago, Ill., brother
pact, social growth has made nual Woman's Day Program at
lu,
fell
ion
from a Cleopatra of the bride, Mrs. Lena Hunt.
some, cultural exposure has Early Grove
Baptist church at crwn of pearls. She carried cousin of the bride from Jackaided man to some degree but 3 p.m.. May 6.
a white prayer book topped son, Miss. Rev. and Mrs. SamMrs. Williams will be intro- with a white orchid.
uel Herring of Memphis, Tettn.
duced by Mrs. Bessie McKenArs. Hortense Cannady of Mrs. A. McEwen Williams of
zie of Golden Leaf Baptist Lansing, Michigan. cousin of Memphis and Mrs. Bertha
church.
the bride, was matron of Estes of Memphis. From MilThe St. Paul Baptist church horor. Her bride's maids were waukee. Wis. were Mr. and
(McLemore Street) Women's Mr-. Lurline Mathis of Cleve- Mrs. John Reeves.
choru, will render the selec- land, Ohio, Miss Alene Hunt,
Mt. Pisgah High School tions under the direction
of cousin of the bride of JackBand and Glee club are to Mrs. Varine Dickens.
son. Miss., Mrs. Edna Roebuck
present their annual concert
A reception will be held in Mr- Shelly Meeks, and Miss
"Spring Evening Serenade" at the lower level of the
church Lorraine May, all of Jackson,
p.m. Friday, May 4 in the after the program.
Tenn. Identical street length
schoors gy mnatori u m. The
Mrs. Arline is general chair- yellow
organza dresses with
A Pre-Woman's Day Musical
band will be directed by man of thi.. observance. Mrs.
full skirts, were worn by the will be presented at Christ
Archie Bradley, the glee club Louise Stone co-chairman,
and matron of honor and the Temple church, 907
S. Lauderby Mrs. M. H. Hunt.
Rev. Eugene Waller, pastor of
bride's maids.
dale at., Sunday, May 6, at 3,
Featured soloists from the the church.
The bride groom's best man The public is invited.
glee club will be Dorothy
Guests will include the GoldCleaves, alto; Elizabeth WilSalt is probably the earliest was his brother, Robert Harris
son, soprano: James Shotwell basic food product. It has been of Jackson. Ushers were: Ken- en Gate, White Stone a n d
and Robert Clark, tenors; In- a requirement of living things neth Martin, Frank Reed, Wil- Shiloh male choruses, Brown
strumental soloists will be throughout all stages of evolu- lie T. Cox. Ernest J. King of Melodies. Sylvester Butler,
Tommie Williams, Arthur Lig- tion, from the beginning of Jackson and Clarence Rend- Mrs. Ceola Morris, and Mrs.
Carolyn Bailey.
er "of Convington,
geologic time.
gans and John Shannon.
James Walker and Mrs. R.
Altar girls, were Misses WilThe,elementary department
Scott are sponsors for the afpresented its annual musical
ma and Carolyn Taylor of
fair, and Rev, James Stuart
Chicago, Ill., nieces of the
program "Mid Summer Eve,"
pastor of the church.
bride.
and operetta last Friday.
Chairmen of the program In our April 28 issue it was
Flower
Gwendogirls
were:
stated that the " engagement
were Mrs. Jean Harris, .Mrs.
,and
and forthcoming marriage of lyn Davis, Sharon Smith and
Beatriee Fitzgerald and Mes,
VI
Ann Monger' to Walter Elise Cooke of Jackson.
Hilda' Massey." Principal of
Martin. Jr., was announced by
the school is S. C. Harris.
George Monger of 1579 Hanauer
Al Colors sod Color
It should have stated that
von, EAR
CornbinotIona
the announcement was made
HURT
con be
Docagoa for Ushon end
by Miss Monger's parents, Mr.
no jib tootktpicks or cotton
Orgonitoriona
and Mrs. George Monger.
tipped sticks. Don't risk
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lowest Pr/ioi, Avoilobtil
presented in a recital at
Wash out flogged was
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Bethel AME church on last
thou may irritate, affect
Sunday. She was _sponsored
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veer hearing. Ask at all
by the Youth choir of t h e trail suffer needle,sly. Cat saitarlY
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music during the interlude was
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Zetas Accept 'New Frontier'
Challenge At Mobile Confab •

*,

Miss Hazel Pyles, associate
director, Memphis: Dr. Maggie B. Daniel, former chair'
man of executive board.
Montgomery; Mrs. Julia S.
Polk, regional director. and
Mrs. Margaret Joyner, grammateus, Jackson. Miss.: Mrs.
Rowena Clevland, tamais.

r

:111
V
Selma, Ale.; Mrs. Mary Ellen
Jones, Blue Revue director,
Knoxville: Dr. Zelie S.
Evans, Montgomery; Mrs.
Pauline S. Allen, National
Council of Negro Women,
Columbus, Miss.; and Mrs.
Bernice A. E. Callaway, for.
mer director of Amicae Affairs, Memphis.
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Miss Mary Taylor Weds James
Harris In Impressive Rites

ZETAS IN MOBILE
and apprenticeship programs.
More than 65 delegates of
All local chapters will join
Zeta Phi Beta sorority's South with state
and national leaders
Central Regional conference in an effort to
achieve civil
were in Mobile, Ala., April 20- rights in education,
housing,
21 for a session at Central transportation,
employment
High school.
and recreation.
The conference theme was Zeta's national project Is
"New Frontiers for Zeta Wom- "The
Prevention and Control
en in the Sixties." It was im- of Juvenile
Delinquency," and
plemented by a symposium, the delegates
voted to recruit
workshop groups, reports and adoptive and foster
homes,
an address by the international child
welfare and guidance
basileus, Dr. Deborah Wolfe, along with
job opportunities.
on leave from Queens college
Mrs. Ruth P. Powell, basileus
in New York City and present- of hostess
ly education chief of the House Zeta, was chapter, Delta Theta
regional marshal.
of Representatives.
Three Memphians were
among the delegates representCHOIR ROBES
ing the states of Alabama, ArHigh Fashion Styling
kansas, Mississippi and TenSuperbly Tailored
nessee.
- .At An Economy Price!!
They were Mrs. Bernice
SHAPIRO- SOUTHERN
A. E. Callaway, former director
UNIFORM COMPANY
of Amicae Affairs; Mrs. Loretta
314 South Main St
JA 6-3641
Kateo, present director, and
Coll Inc Mrs. Liltie Pearce
which will enable them to ad(Member 04 Mt. Zion Baptist
vance on jobs by taking courses
Church for Information)

SAVE st* I under

price
deliverede

milk

Edna Robock, Miss Lorraine
May; Mrs, Hortense Cannady,
the bride and groom. Robert
Harris, Mrs. Shelly Meeks.
Miss Alen* Hunt and Carolyn
Taylor. Back row: Willie T.

Cox, Clarence Render, Frank
Reed. Otis Price. father of the
bride; Revs. A. McEwen WitJiams, J. M. Cunningham, S.
Herring, Ernest J. King and
Kenneth Martin.
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DONALD DUCK
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THE CISCO KID -:-

By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
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By Paul Robinson

ETTA KE'TT
EXCUSE!

TPATU- BE
A BOY.."

IT GOES ON DAY
AND NIGHT AT OUR
HOUSE -44E HAVE
Six DAUS4TERS ALL TEENAGERS
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By Bob Lewis
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GLAMOR GIRLS

I a day off, who encountered a grasshopper in a field.
"Do you know," inquired the bartender respectfully, "that
a very popular drink has
been named after you?"
"Golly," nodded the
gr a s s hopper, obviously
impressed. "Who could
have dreamed there'd be
a drink named Leonard!"
• • .
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at first sight. Be hasn't
"
seen ME yet,

out love
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To learn your "Fortune" for today from the stars, write in the
of the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the line of the letters
astrological period in which you were born. You will find it fun.
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 I 91011121314 131617 111920212223242546. 4111
,
AlICDIPGH 11 IC LAiNOPONSTUVWXYZ
JAN.22- 12 9 11 5 12 25 1 4 22 1 34 20 1 7 5 19
III. 20
FEB. 211 8 21 18 18 9 5 4 20 18 9 16 19 15 15 14
MAR. 20
•
MAR.21- 19 21 18 16 18 9 19 5 19 14 5 1 18 9 14 7
APR. 20
API. 21- 22 9 20 1 12 23 15 18 11 3 8 1 14 7 5 19
MAY 20
MAY 211 14 9 19 19 21 5 9 19 19 5 20 20 12 5 4
JUNI 21
JUN/ 213 18 1 22 9 14 7 19 1 20 9 19 8 9 5 4
JULY 23
JULY 148 5 12 16 6 21112 5 14 3 15 21 14 20 5 18
AVG. 23
AU0.13. 3 15 14 20 1 3 20 23 9 20 R 3 21 16 9 4
SIFT. 13
5 12 5 3 20 18 9 6 25 9 14 7 14 3 23 19
UPT.114!I 1
OCT.23
OCT.14- 15 19 3 21 12 1 20 9 15 14 20 8 18 9 12 12
NOV.21
NOV.23- 14 -5 23 1 4 15 18 1 20 9 15 14 14 5 1 18
DK. 22
_
DOC. 23- 13 5 1 12 15 6 6 a 12 12 15 2.3 19 5 9 16
JAN. 31
4

By BENNETT CERF
ITERB STEIN tells about a bartender, in the country for

ilra.
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DAILY FORTUNE FINDER •

Try and Stop Me

Memorable lines attributed to Stephen Leacock,
the great Canadian humorist:
1. There is onlyone beautiful child in the world, and
every mother has IL
2. Many a man In love
with a dimple makes the
mistake of marrying the whole girl.
3. A friend is A man who has the same enemies yon have.
4. Many college graduates need that sheepskin they get to
cover their intellectual nakednees.
• •
•
A. W. Stinson defines childhood AA "that wonderful age when
all you had to do to lose weight was to take a hat.h.'
1952. by Bennett Out Distributed by Mug Pastures reediest,
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"Before I answer, tell me,
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are you a good loser?"
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MUST WET
to indicate a pretty warped
P.Avt5
Wonder why there's such a idea of what constitutes racial
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE...................
.
Ileaarel Weave*
growing tendency for local Progress. Of course, it is reaNegroes to make a bee-line to lized that the practice of rentTHADDEUS T. STOKES
...
Editor
.
...
.
white night spots to give major ing white entertainment spots
Subscription rate: Ons f•ar, $6; six months, $3.50, I2.yeer peel& Subscription rate $101
is right in line with a wellentertainments?
After all, places like the Ca- established racial tradition
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Teke Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
sino and the likes are really among Negroes. That's eviPublished Every Thursday by the New Tri•St ate Publishing Co. Second Claus Postage Paid
only
third-rate, used out, denced by their ready occupanwashed-up, delatively dilapi- cy of abandoned white churchat Memphis, T
. Under Act et March 2, 1879.
dated, and largely abandoned es, worn-out white homes, and
it:a, whites). mostly public such. It also indicates the digplaces ... catering to those who lance Negroes still have to
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE ARIA
can't or won't afford the very travel . . . travel inside them selves as well as in the midst
best.
of the overwhelming white
Yet, too many local Negroes
crow and boast as if they have majority.
As a matter of fact, the
achieved the promised land
when they can announce their whole thing brings up the logiexpectation of visiting one of cal argument on the topic:
these more or less beat out 'What should the Negro seek
joints. No doubt, such persons • • • to lose himself or find
would plomb "peas out" if they himself?". If he wants to "lose
found an invitation to a dance himself," then it's right to do
(Kansas city Call)
late for Nixon to bemoan the campaign.
at the Memphis Country Club, every possible thing to identify
fact that Negroes by and large
Nixon Itue k to a "no corn_ or on the Peabody Roof in their with the white majority .. .
Richard M. Nixon, once did
not support him in his bid ment" while Kennedy per_ socially sweaty paws. What forever sniffing the tracks
vice president of the U. B., is
for the Presidency.
sonal/y expressed his sympathy some folk won't accept as a where his pale feet have trod
crying over spilt. milk.
Naturally, Nixon is lad be. to Mrs. King. Jack Kennedy means of being "different"! ! ! . . . whether dancing or dangThe old folks used to tell us cause
ling.
he lost the election by was just a little quicker on MR. CHARLIE
that it is useless to, cry once
such a close margin. If only the uptake than Dick Nixon . Of course, in the vein of the
Maybe it's not logical for a
the milk has been spilled.
he had campaigned just a little We don't believe that Kennedy old lady who kissed the cow Negro to frustrate himself
Maybe Mr. Nixon never heard
harder among Negroes a n d was thinking primarily of . . . "every man to his own further by trying to "find
the old adage.
had wooded the Negro vote votes when he called Mrs. taste." But still, even the so- within himself," the pride and
He is crying loudly over his
Just a little more ardently, King. Perhaps he was, as Nix- cially ambitious Negro owes self-respect, the dignity and
failure to win the Presidency Nixon
thinks that the results on obviously would have been something to the rest of the race self-assurance which are rather
in 1960 and he is placing the
might have been different- had he thought of it, but Ken- by way of tastes, behavior and normal human urges, drives,
blame on his failure to camPerhaps so, but we doubt it. nedy sounded sincere to Mrs. outlook.
or desires.
paign harder for the Negro
Anyway, it doesn't matter King and his gracious gesture
It seems inconsietent for Ne- The situation points up the
vote.
now. He loot a n d there is
split personality which seems
Remembering the 1960 Presi- nothing that the former vice made a hit with voters, white groes to rant and r'ar about
segregation on one hand . . . to be the fate of the Negro in
dential campaign, it certainly president can do about it ex- as well as Negroes.
especially in
The 1980 election long has and then turn out in droves, today's world
is true that neither Dick Nix- cept cry over his spilt milk,
been
over — but its memory paying big money, just to romp the United States• If he tries
on nor the Republican Party as In the magazine article in
"be
to
himself,"
he finds hima whole put up much of a which Nixon tells his sad lingers on. Nixon probably around on some wood and eonwill be remembering it and crete that "Mr. Charlie" (white self being called "backward," (Editor's Note:
fight for the support of Ne- story, he makes much of the er
The Supreme ness doing that.
— _
"Uncle Tom," and "distasteful."
our country."
gro voters. The Eisenhower votes that went to John F. ying over it for the rest f folk) has already worn out.
Court has made clear that This case is now returning
Participation in the prayer
his life unless he is luck; These dances in these white If he seems content with public schools
administration did have a few
must not us' to the Supreme Court on ap- is voluntary and any child
because of a telec night spots are not integrated his own few, small pleasures. gage in sectarian religious ins- peal.
things in its favor but during phone call that the then enough sometime in the future
affairs.
So,
what
has
may
been
be excused on request.
his own self-created music, his
the campaign Nixon and his Presidential aspirant made to to realize his dream of o truction. But it never has made
Meanwhile, the High Court The Jewish groups also said
gained
a dance in own hair, color, manner of
friends failed to capitalize on Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr., cuping the White House. He one of in staging
this includes has heard arguments on an- that religious
them? Should it be re- speech and laughter he finds clear whether
.
exercises in
them,
when her husband was jailed can't do it, however, by crying garded as a step in racial himself looked upon askance Bible reading and prayers — other case which raises the public schools discriminate unan
which
issue
state courts question of whether public fairly against children
on
It's too bad hut it is now too over a civil rights issue in the over spilt milk.
progress to say that Negroes and hears himself called everyof miand laws are sharply divided, schools may even acknowledge nority faiths, including unbedanced at Clearpool? Or, is it thing but a Child of God.
Louis
Cassels,
religious
UPI
the existence of God.
more nearly a case where the The surest road to
lievers, who do not wish to be
social acThis case grew out of a chal- singled our as "different" by
white owners of such places eeptance among moat Negroes writer, explores the situation
following
the
in
lenge
to
the
dispatch.)
so-called "Re- refusing to participate. And
. . . noting the almost childish is the fastest and most
coingents' Prayer" used in New they questioned whether any
desire of so many Negroes to plete mastering of a cultural
By LOUIS CASSELS
York
State
schools.
The 22- real spiritual good can be acape everything white folk do coat of one
rotor
white.
(Philadelphia Tribune)
Day more meaningful has a study of the theme, "The
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — word prayer is carefully com- complished by "rote recita. and to crawl into any hole, Any other hint of another color
been under way for years in Christian Family a n d Rapid no matter what its condition
posed
to
be
as
..on-sectarian
tion" of
a
The U. S. Supreme Court is
non-sectarian
Before we realize it Moprogressive circles, which have Social Change.•;, We would ... just so long as "Mr. Charlie on the "coat" is regarded as a tieing pressed for a clear-cut as possible. It says: "Almighty prayer" in an atmosphere desmudge, a blemish, and a disther's Day will be here. There
God,
advocated using the week suggest that the theme be has been there" . . . have dewe
acknowledge
our
devoid of religious spirit."
ruling on a Constitutional
grace.
will be the usual maudlin
leading up to Mother's Day in changed to read. "The Family cided to make this Negro
question which it has left un- pendence upon Thee, and we The Attorneys General of 19
sentimentality on the part of
It's logical for white folk to
beg
a discussion of the problems and Rapid Social Change," yearning to "be white" pay
Thy
blessings
upon
us,
states
urged the court to upsettled for 170 years.
children, young and old; tears
judge Negroes by such a yardour parents, our teachers and hold the New York practiee.
which face parents and their since all families are impor- off?
The question is:
here and there for mothers
stick.
But
pitifully
it
seems
ilchildren in today's complex tant.
Does the religious freedom
After all, there are some logical for Negroes to
no longer living; countless
judge
world.
Constructive discussions of pretty smart white folk, too, themselves by the same stick. clause of the first amendment
repetitions of Lincoln's stateWe think this is a splendid the theme might be more Some of them are smart enough
forbid prayer and Bible read ment that all he became was
Yet, it's evident that that's
idea and that churches and fruitful than deploring the to make money out of
due to his mother; and the
every- what most of God's chillun are ing in public schools?
other groups should give the
If the High Court grasp,
next day these dear women
rise of juvenile delinquency thing .. . even the Negro's de- doing . . • especially with their
idea their support. The Nasire to escape from being a abandonment of all things Ne- this nettle — which it has rewill be forgotten by many of
and
the
lower
age
level
of
tional Council of Churches has
fused in the past to do — its
Negro. There are whites smart
the "mourners"
sitggested that this year's those committing serious enough to "map Sam out a groid, just as rapidly and corn- ruling could touch off the
About People, Places
pletely as possible . . . even to
An effort to make Mother's Family Week be given over to crimes.
greatest controversy since tble
route . . . for a small down
And Problems
the extent of taking their so- desegregation
decision of 1954.
payment and low monthly inBy FRANK L. STANLEY
exclusive
called
best
and
most
STRONG QUESTION
ecy the situation in our edu- stallments"
Millions of Americans hatcational system for preparing And with the brand of so- social affairs away from the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —Wood- teachers were reduced actuthe non-college attending stu- called "integration" being best Negro places . . . and to bor strong feelings on the sub- ford Porter, the first Negro to ally by the
small
dished out nowadays, one may second and third rate white ject of religion and its place in ever serve on the Louisville during the past number of 3
dents for job opportunities?
year.
I would suggest that in- expect more and more of this establishments .. . where they the public school program. Board of Education, and likeWe are cognizant that NeSome contend that any rehgidustry, labor union, state edu- "acceptance for a fee." And as are only tolerated
. . like a ous exercise in a tax-sup- wise the first Negro ever to groes are serving in 11 princational departments, research shabby as it is .. . some Negro
bunch of performing monkeys ported school violates the succeed to the presidency of cipalships, 9 assistant princifoundations and community
is going to fall for it . . halo- let loose in the rumpus room Constitutional principle of a that body, is certainly to be pa/ships, and 5 counselorships;
organizations map out plans
congratulated for taking a inclusive of the maintenance
and for a hot minute. And odds are separation of church and state stand against
* for public trade schools which pity and even gleefully .
the employment employees and operations emOthers assert that it would be
'wauld be compulsory for high expect others to like it.
that the white folk see them as a tragic repudiation of Amen- bias that still exists in the ployees, it appears on the surWithin 35 days thousand, sons without the know-how of school graduates, — not planLouisville
From where the "Shadows" such.
Board of Education, face that Negroes have a fair
ca's heritage to ban the name
of high school seniors will be s trade or skill. It would not ring to attend college — of
Unlike Negro members of percentage o fthe jobs. But
see
it,
the
of
God
whole
classrooms
from
thing
the
in
seems
Now.
whatchubet!
awarded diplomas . .. To some be justifiable to state that course, under such proposal,
which most of the nation's other policy-making boards this does not answer the quesseniors, the diploma will be a crime is higher among non- industry and labor unions
for the most part who never turn which has been posed by
children are educated.
passport to college. To others college persons, simply be- stand to benefit greatly.
The Supreme Court h a s speak up and out, against un- Woodford Porter and the NAit will signal the end of their cause approximately 40 perWe must do a better job of
made clear in the past — most democratic practices within ACP Labor Industrial Cornformal education.
cent of the world's popula- preparing our non-college atforcibly in the McCollum case organizations and institutions, mittee.
I am concerned with that tion is illiterate.
tending youngsters to become
of 1948 — that public schools Porter has come forth proper- They are not talking about
great majority which will not GOOD PARENTS
go. -I parents, and substantial
may not engage in sectarian '-v and forcefully in exposing numbers so much as they are
Where do you start to rein- coaens.
—for sundry reasons—go bereligious instruction, nor even the problem that all of Louis- indicating that bias exists
yond high school. That is the
permit such instruction to be ville has known to be in ex- from the Board of Education
Association
National
of
ence of Social Work in Rio de •given
group which will be dumped
•
isThe tence all along.
on down,
on their premises.
Social Workers met Monday Janeiro in August, 1962.
permanently into the labor
There will be those of The pertinent questions are:
•
to hear a discussion of commu- Ahmed Qureshi, chief of the But it has never made a course who will criticize him
market. By and large their 12
How many Negro supervisdefinite ruling on whether
nity
Social
worlddevelopment,
a
Section
of
the
Welfare
and
claim that he was making ors work out of the Board of
years of formal schooling has
wide social movement toward Planning Commission of the Bible reading and prayers fall a campaign speech for re- Education,
done little, if anything in
and are actually
the forbidden area,
.
planning the development of government of Pakistan, des- within
election, or that he ruined his full- fledged supervisors
preparing them to enter the
cities and towns to make bet- cribed an example of success- SOME AGREE
labor market. This—I believe
chances to be fully effective throughout the school system
State laws and state court as president of the Board. But of
ter living conditions for their ful community development,
is an unfavofable reflection
Louisville? Among the cused be that
citizens.
Mustafa Welfare Town in decisions are sharply divided
upon our educational system
as it may. neither of todians. operations. and lunch
on
the
question.
Daily
Bible them is as important as being division employees, how many
Thomas Sherrard, assistant West Pakistan. He told how
The system's action in this
professor in the University of s i x unrelated slum areas reading is required by law in true to yourself and having of them are in charge of
area preconcludes that a high
the
public
schools
h
states,
of
12
Chicago School of Social Ser- growing up around industries
the courage of your convic- crews that are integrated?
school career is preparatory
Attempts te inject anti- He said that every time na- vice Administration, presentin the suburbs of Lahore were and is authorized, at the option lions
How many Negroes serve as
for higher formal education Semitism into the race prob- tional press stories report on ed
the paper he has prepared welded.
the
local
administraof
school
into one cohesive town
Actually. Porter has bided principals of predominantly
only. Herein lies the fallacy, lem in the South have failed civil rights action by a nationlion,
24
Eleven
others.
in
for
the
International
Conferof 40,000 people.
his time as a member of the white schools? How many Nebecause
statistics
indicate according to Rabbi Charles al Jewish organization, the
states prohibit Bible reading Board so well that no one can groes hold
assistant principaldaily that a comparable small Mantinband of Hattiesburg, Jew in the South "is apprenin public schools as unconsti- accuse him
of premature judg- ships in predominantly white
percentage of graduating high Miss., the only rabbi in his hensive and trembles."
tutional. The remaining three ment. He has served
now for schools? Is there a Negro as,school seniors obtain higher community.
have no specific law or judi- three years,
EQUALITY
and in succeeding sistant superintendent? Whatformal education.
Mantinband
cial policy on the matter.
Rabbi
made "He may grant that our reto the presidency, although it ever statistical answers can be
A more adequate prepara- these observation at the Step- ligion is committed to the prinIn 1931 and again in 1952, is
almost an automatic posi- given to these questions will
tion for the non-college at- hen Wise Free Synagogue, in ciple of equality of all men
the U. S. Supreme Court re- tion
for virtually everyone not be satisfactory. The fact
tending girl and boy would New York City, at ceremon- under God. He will agree that
fused, for precedural reasons, who serves
on the board, he, that there are more Negro
be to direct his time and ies honoring him with the our noblest religious tradition
to take jurisdiction of cases perhaps above all others,
had teachers is not surprising betalent toward preparing him first George Brussel Memorial is the very cornerstone of our
challenging the constitution- to demonstrate qualities of cause
it is an established fact
or her to assume a job
American heritage. He may
Award for Human Rights.
ality of religious exercises in leadership in order to be that wherever facilities are
inwith some degree of knowl- "Happily, the sinister forces secretly rejoice at the U. S.
public schools.
elected to it.
tegrated, Negro teachers inedge about the job—imme- of anti-Semitism which have .Supreme Court decision, for he
In 1959, a Three-Judge Fed- Therefore, he does n o t crease in number.
diately after high school grad- tried to insinuate themselves Is quick to tell you that it was
eral Court in Philadelphia necessarily speak as
a minor- The appalling fact is that
uation exercise.
held unconstitutional a Penn- ity
into the race problem have a unanimous decision. Yet he
member, but as the offi- there are no Negroes on the Ai
could wish that these referensylvania law requiring that cial head of the Louisville
TRADE OR SKILL
failed," he stated
administrative staff of the Mr
10 Bible verses be read with- Board of Education, who, in- Board of Education
"It remains for individosila ces were deleted from the pubAnother method of preparand they
out comment at the opening
ing non-college attending sen- like Admiral Cromelin, now lic print."
cidentlaW, has been a very don't. supervise anything exof each day's activities in effective member. During his cept in predominantly
"Nevertheless, progress is
iors would he to establish a candidate for the United
Neevery public school classroom. tenure
public trade schools. It is a States Senate in Alabama, to being made," said Rabbi Manon the board, Porter gro schools.
This decision was appealed h
very bleak future for high continue his anti-Semitic ef- tinband. Men of good will in
a s demonstrated unusual Superintendent Noe is quotto the Supreme Court. But be- ability
school seniors facing the torts," adding, "It is doubtful all areas of endeavor, Jews
in administering to all ed as saying that the two sides
fore it acted, the Pennsyl- the problems of
future without any workable that he -will be successful." and Christians together,. must
the local failed to agree to "just what
Legislature
vania
amended
Rabbi Mantinband stated coordinate their efforts and
knowledge about any job.
school system. In truth, but is meant by qualified." The
the
law
to
provide
that
any
•marshall their resources in this
for the color of his skin which answer lies in the fact that in
I do not advocate college that Jaws have for the most
pupil might be excused from
prat not joined the White most delicate and difficult sitdenotes his race, his record as making selections for overall
training for the masses beparticipation in the religious
Citizens' Councils. "They have ultion."
president of the supervisory positions, up to
cause the masses are not
exercise at the request of his a member and
an inherent sense of what is
board does not indicate that now no Negro has been found
emotionally geared, mentally
parents.
right."
to be acceptable.
he is a Negro.
capable or financially able to
SENDS CASE BACK
He will receive next month
So thanks to Woodford Por- The thesis of Woodford Porcomplete four years of study
an honorary doctorate from
The
Supreme Court in 1960 ter for reopening a longtime ter's argument is not how
on the college level. Nonethe- Lincoln
14itiversity, Lincoln,
sent the case back to the issue and doing it in the cloak many Negroes work for the
less. I think that most high Pa.
This is • 100-year old uniPhiladelphia
Court for a re- of official authority as a mem- Board of Education, but where
school graduates' future would versity
attended by both white
hearing in the light of the ber of the board.
and in what capacities are
be greatly enhanced by arm- and Negro
students.
changed law. Early this year, Superintendent Samuel V. they confined. On the basis of
ing them with some particular
His early schooling and so. Le Moy ne college will rethe lower court held that, the Noe has answered in generali- answers supplied, the Board is
trade or skill before bearing ctal lite in Norfolk, Va.. were peat its Pre-College orientaamendment making partici- ties, using overall employ- found wanting in the area of
them to the cruel competi- in a segregated society. "After Uon this Sumrner, a non-credpation voluntary did not alter ment figures to advantage. full employment opportunity
tion of earning a living with- considerable struggle, I learn- it course for high school gradthe constitutional situation. Certainly do we appreciate for all. It is absolutely itIconout know-how.
ustes
who
my
of
infeel the need
ed to exercise control in
The purpose of the Bible read- the fact that there are 443 Ne- ceivable that no Negro has or
•
Statistics will also show attitude and make no distine- tensive preparation its matheing was clearly "the promotion gro teachers now employed, can "qualify" for a position
that crime rate, poverty dis- another,.
bon betv.feen one man and mattes and English for college
of religiousness," it said, and and that Negro teachers have higher than what is now tradiI an let KUSPAIID A. 11171X ROM..
eases is higher among peradmission,
he said,
public schools had no busi- increased slightly while white tionally enjoyed.
Ate 89 SerfPrPp!"
f
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
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U.S. Ruling On Bible The Near Future
May Be Decided In In Public School

Make Mother's Day More Meaningful
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View Area Development
For Social Workers

Attempts Are Made To Inject
Anti-Semitism In Race Bias,
Says Mississippi Rabbi
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Dear Mme Chante: I would will be answered
like to meet a nice, single Clintrice Moore, 1469 E. 69th
1
lady between 20 and 35 who St., Chicago, Ill.
•
•
•
is interested in marriage. She
Dear Mms Chante: I am
must be sincere. I am 38, 5
feet, 10 inches tall, weigh 153 a lonely young man. I read the
lbs., medium brown complex- Defender often and wish I
trig
ion. All letters will be an- could hear from young Chrisswered and photos exchanged. tian ladies 18 or 19 years old.
W. Brown, 1619 Oakwood I am 20, light brownskin, 150
lbs., 1 year of college. Willing
Ave., Toledo 7, Ohio.
• • •
to marry the right girl. Send
Dear Mme Chante: I am photo in first letter..
a very lonely man and would B. P. Hogg, 1529 E. 72nd St.,
like to meet a nice church- Chicago, Ill.
..14g3kEI MORS Ss1466!)
1.4EN PROBABLY HAD oks maNg RECK‘ASS ORMRS
• • •
going lady who is interested
-L‘iEARS AGO... BUT...IHE -NING 1014
Chante: I am
Mme
Dear
I
home.
happy
a
having
in
W Rs ORtNIING...
am a hard working man, 38 interested in corresponding
years old, 5 feet, 9 inches tall. with gentlemen around 6 feet
Would like to get married. tall, 25 years old, fairly handInterested in corresponding some and neat in appearance.
with a single lady between He must be intelligent, amthe ages of 32 and 36. I like bitious, have respect for religion and enjoy having honall sports.
James Wilson, 1535 E. 60th est clean fun. I am 32 years
St., Apt. 206, Chicago 37, Ill. old, tall in stature, pleasingly
• • •
plump, but considered very
Dear Mme Chante: While attractive and nicely built. I
sitting here in my lonely room am a singer. Like sports, readreading through the Chicago ing and MUSIC. Servicemen's
Defender, I came across your letters are welcomed.
column. This interested me Miss R. H., 3356 S. Prairie,
very much. I am a lonely man Chicago 16, Ill.
• • •
and would appreciate it very
Chante: I am
Mme
me
help
Dear
could
you
if
much
find a nice lady companion. 36 years old, 5 feet, 6 inches
I am steadily employed, light tall, fair complexion. Interest.
brown complexion, 189 lbs., ed in corresponding with gen5 feet 8 inches tall. Please send tlemen and ladies. Will answer all letters promptly and
photo in first letter,
Elwood Parren, 3216 S. India- exchange photographs. My
hobbies are swimming and
na Ave.. Chicago 16, III.
GRAMBLING. La. — Fear- over the tendency to describe '•
• • •
reading.
ful of what he called the the schools as "predominatly
Dear Mme Chante: You Louise A. Thomas, 3F' Chis- "mounting tendency of Ne- Negro," based on the fact that
have helped so many perhaps olm Ave., Kingston 10, Jam- groes to recklessly abandon a handful of the students enyou can help me. I am a young aica, B.W.I.• • •
the race organizations devoted rolled represent other groups.
lady 34 years of age, 5 feet,
to their special peculiar in- There has to be a better reason
Dear Mme Chante: I am
4 inches tall, 125 lbs., brownterests," J. Andrew Gatilden, to stop calling a Negro insti-.=
skin. I have two children. a 20 year old Japanese boy— director, Bureau of Puhlica- tution a Negro institution, her,
Would like to meet a gentle- healthy and cheerful by na- lion, Grambling College, de- said.
man between the ages of 30 ture. Would like to correspond dared that Negroes must be "In our striving for firstpen pals.
American
and 40 who is looking for a with
on guard against "disintegra- class citizenship, it is not necGraduated from high school
serious
not
tion.
If
.
wife
essary that we throw away
good
in March, 1960.
"It would be difficult to our songs, our jokes, our naplease do not waste my time Kohichi Tadokora, No. 4199
assess
the
widespread
damage
tive culture and traditions. In'
or yours. I am very lonely. Sasage-machi Minaini-Ku, Yo- of
grotto disorganization and deed, our efforts should be
Japan.
kohama,
mail
All
photos.
Will exchange
disintegration resulting from strenously directed towards
unwarranted hope over the becoming first-class inside as
prospect of integration." he well—first class in our attainaid.
ments, first class in our moGaulden serves as executive rality and charcter; first class
secretary of the National in our home living, and first
Alumni Association which is class in our educational decomposed of Negro institutions velopment and in occupational
of higher learning located endeavors.
If you had one law that you state, but the teens will voice
mainly in 19 southern states.
"This is of far more endurwanted the Illinois Legislature hteir opinions on legislation
Over 10 There are more than 100 such ing significance than settling
to pass, what would it be? needed in Illinois.
colleges and universities en- for the outside trappings of
Teen-agers from the Washing- delegates from the Washinghave ton Park YMCA will join 300 rolling more than 100.000 stu- first-class status.
DR. THURMAN W. STAN. phi Fraternity. Inc., observ- from left to right, are Harry bank of Daytona Beach, Vo- ton Park YMCA will
"The group which abandons S"
young people from Illinois dents.
BACK, second from left, ed the fourth annual "Alpha L. Burney, jr., president of lush' County Citizen of the such an opportunity when
In an editorial in the NAA its traditions and culture is attend the YMCA
Beta Delta Lambda chapter: Year; Dr. Richard V. Moore, they attend the 13th YMCA who will
Man of the Year" program
was named "Alpha Man of
at the State Annual Bulletin entitled "In- likely to get less respect from ;
president of Bethune•Cook• Youth Legislature in Spring- Youth Legislature
the Year" when Bela Delta at Bethune Cookman col- Perman E. Williams. Lake
Capitol. They' will spend Fri- tegration—or Disintegration" others than more," he said.
man, and Bernard Irvin, field, April 27-28.
Lambda and Delta Beta lege, Daytona Beach, Fla. County Alpha Citizen of the
Gaulden expressed concern NATIONAL MEET
Of course, the laws won't day and Saturday in model
Chapters of Alpha Phi Al- Other officials and winners, Year; Mayor J. Owen Eu- Putnam County Citizen of
Gaulden said he will carry e
go "on the books" of the legislative sessions.
the Year.
The teens will sit in the to share them with interested his message of race organize- .?
tion and institutional support
Senate and House of Repre- adults.
The
Citizenship to the 17th Annual meeting of
sentetive chambers. A youth
YMCA
press corps will send news Luncheon. Monday, April 30, the National Alumni Associastories to papers throughout will bring together leading Hon convening at Florida A 8,r'
University, Tallahassee, es
the state. A special page sec- Chicago businessmen as they M
Since that time, however, he terms as governor seemed as- Brooks Hays, now a special powerful men in the Senate, tion has been recruited from sponsor the young people for Thurs.. April 26 through Cat.....
By JAMES R. CAMPBELL
April
28.
luncheon. Each adult will have
those who will attend.
has reconsidered and says he sured of re-electing him if he assistant to President Ken- can and has.
The 45-year-old publications s
LITTLE ROCK — (UPI) — might run if the doctors give wanted that.
An annual event, the YMCA a youth as his guest in the
nedy.
Fulbright feels this aspect
When Gov. Orval E. Fabus him a clean bill of health.
There was not as much as- But the so-called "Court of his job in Washington is Youth Legislature is sponsored Pick-Congress Hotel in Chi- director, in addition to - his •,
work at Grambling College,,„s
announced that he was retir- He made his choice after surance it could elected him House Gang" which carries often overlooked.
by the Illinois Area Council cog°.
Attending the youth legis- serves as public relations con-.
ing from public life becaupe of receiving 2,000-3,000 letters Senator, although the con- the vote in the counties is It is true the Senator heads of YMCAs.
his health, he ended the pos- urging him to oppose the servative element in the state more interested in Governors one of the most important The largest contigent of lature from the Washington sultant for several fraternal,,..
from the Park YMCA will he: Clara and commercial organizations.
sibility of his being in one state's junior Senator.
had been calling for Ful• than Senators.
committees of the Congress teen-agers will come
f the epic political battles of
How seriously did he take bright's removal. There has Some said Faubus' wife had in these tension-ridden days of YMCA of Metropolitan Chica- Lewis, 2350 So. State at.; He is a former field secretary
go. Washington Park YMCA Jacqueline Ford, 9350 So. and public relations director,
se nation this Summer.
been more of it since publica- discouraged him from running international crisis.
them?
and 20 other Chicago Y's will Wentworth; Yvonn e Mat- of the La. Education Associa-.
The battle — if it had been
for Senator or Congressman
"Not very seriously," he
As chairman of the Foreign send over 200 delegates.
thews, 5821 So. Calumet ave.; tion, principal, Pinecrest high._ •
joined — would have pitted told UPI.
because she did not want to
Relations Committee most of
Washington Park YMCA Jo Ann Lawrence, 8209 So. school, Winnfield, La., and a
Fabus against U. S. Sen J. "Of course, I haven't comgo to Washington.
depolicy
the. major foreign
legislators will serve as sen- Michigan ave.; Sondra Law- free-lance feature writer and
William Fulbright for the Sen- pletely rejected the idea. I'd
The Governor, whose career
pass through him. He ators and representatives and son, 9051 So. Wallace ave.; In- photographer.
spiraled from a one-room log damns
ate. Both Faubus an d Ful- be foolish to close the door.
many
of
abreast
keep
must
occupy the desks and chair of die Helm, 9132 So. Union; Gaulden said that no one Is
bright are from the Ozark There is always a chance that
cabin on Greasy Creek to the
maneuvers as well their adult counterparts in the Lydia McKinley, 3549 So. Fed- more interested in
Negro
mountains.
modest home of a country day-to-day
Fulbright will be appointed
considerations.
policy
broad
as
legislative chambers. Those at- eral at.; Cart St. Amant, 5038 progress and advancement in
school teacher enroute to the
Both are known worldwide, Secretary of State or have to
change
constant
undergo
These
tending are members of YM- So. Wells; Carolyn Smith, 7026 every phase of American life
executive mansion, said he
but for different reasons — answer the call we all have
in the state depart- CA Hi•Y and Tri-Hi-Y clubs. So. Calumet ave.; Challis Wal- than he, but that he felt eerwas tired. He wanted to write, and study
Faubus almost became a sym- to answer."
other federal agen- The experience will not end ier, 321 E. 70th Os Patricia lain throwing away self-inand
ment
to tell his own story of the
bol of segregation during efWhat he meant by this WAS
with international for the Washington Park McGee, 8849 So. Emerald and terest. self-propelling group
1957 Little Rock school in- cies dealing
forts in 1957, 1958 and 1959 that he might run against FillYMCA young people until Judy Thomas, 6846 So. Sanga- organizations is not the way
Rock bright some time in the fuLittle
integrate
tegration crisis which put his affairs.
to
In this position, representing they have had an opportunity man.
to achieve it.
schools.
name on the lips of people
ture—not this summer. He
the
to
government
American
throughout the world.
He insisted that he was not indicated in his retirement
wear,
,
to
obliged
is
he
world,
4,•••••••,4•••••
He said he might write more
against integration per se, speech that he may take anthan one book about the strife- figuratively, an international
but was merely trying to pre- other look at politics after re......••••••••••
torn period climaxed by Presi- top hat.
vent the bloodshed he believed gaining his health and comdent Dwight D. Eisenhower's But Fulbright's base is deep
integration would bring.
pleting some projects he has
sending of federal troops to with the old south, and freFulbright, a suave, well-ed- in mind.
Little Rock to keep order. Fau- quently to keep this base safe,
ucated man of the world, has Faubus believes he might
bus had called out the Arkan- he must wear the wool hat
made himself known as mol- very well have beaten Fulsas National Guard to prevent that is almost obligatory for
der of U. S. foreign policy.
bright, and is certain someone
integration at Central high many of the regions poliHe is chairman of the Sen- can do it.
ORVAL FAUBUS
school.
ate Foreign Relations Commit- 'His organization is not too
ticians.
tee.
strong, he's gotten away from tion of the Fulbright memo- Some strong Faubus sup- Sometimes this poses diffiinvolvement
admitted
have
against
privateporters
randum
"I
said.
Faubus
Faubus kept the people of the people,"
drirkansas guessing whether he definitely think he could be in political affairs by military ly they would back Faubus cult problems for Fulbright.
for anything, except Ful- An example—the recent Sen111Kivould run for an unprece- beaten. I don't know if I am leaders.
dented fifth term as governor, the man who could do it at This apparently is the same brieht's Senate seat.
ate debate and vote on elimielement which elected con- The reason, they said, is nation of the poll tax as a retake on Fulbright or retire. this time."
The powerful political or- servative, segregationist Dale that Faubus could not do
He announced on Merch 31
quirement for voting in nathat he was getting out of ganisation Faubus built dur- Alford to Congress as write-in much for them in Washington.
ing an unprecedented four candidate over veteran Rep. Fulbright, one of the most tional elections.
public life.
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Educator Says Negro
Must Fight Disintegration

'Y'Teenagers To Attend
13th Youth Legislature

If Faubus Retires, He Will Avoid Epic Political Battle Of Nation
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DR. WILLIAM H. GRANT,
second left, professor of
tropical medicine at Meharry and special representative of the Scholarship
Committee of the National
Medirel
Associ,,tion. pre

sents to Misharry freshmen
Clyde 0. Lord and Cline 0.
Chandler, checks of $500
each. while Dr. D. T. Rolfe,
dean of the school of medi•
cine and Dr. Harold D.
West. right, Meharry's presi

dent, approvingly °beery*.
The checks, presented by
the association, are designed
to assist with tuition costa
end are given on the basis
or need.
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SOCIETY

Kappa Alpha Psi Sponsors:
i40 To Be Presented At Debutante Ball Friday

.•:,
Merry
.
.•N Go-Round

Former Memphians To Be Wed
In California On June 8

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mit- Presently enrolled at Los Anchell,. Sr., recently announced geles City college, he plan
the engagement and July 8, to earn an electrical enginee
wedding date of their daugh- ing degree from the Universit
ter, Miss Janie Ruth Mitchell, of Southern California.
Robert Bruce Woodard.
He is an employee of the
Miss Mitchell is a 1956 grad- County of Los Angeles—Probauate of Melrose school. She re- tion Department as a juvenile
ceived her AA degree from Los hall attendant and is the son
Angeles City college, her bach- of Mrs. Linnie Woodard, now
elor,of arts degree from Los a resident of Los Angeles.
Angeles State college a n d
The couple plan to be marplans to do her graduate work ried at the Greater Olivet Bapin general education there this tist church in Los Angeles
fall.
where Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Miss Mitchell is an active Mitchell, Sr., and two grandmember of the Los Angeles daughters, Mona and Myra
alumni chapter of Delta Sigma Brooks, plan to attend the
Theta Sorority, chairing the ceremony.
1962 Jabberwock Queen's contest. She is presently employGLORIA D. CAMPBELL ARTHUR JEAN bALLOWAY ed as an elementary school
teacher in the Los Angeles
LEARN THE ART OF
Lindsey Cox, Sr. She is a daughter of Mrs. and Mrs. City school system.
member of the Elite of Doug- Gilbert W. Campbell, is a
Woodard is a 1954 graduate
lass club. After attending student at Melrose high school. of Washington school where
Tuskegee Institute, she plans A member of a dramatic club he was a member of the band
Si.
Fur Detail. Writ.:
to become a nurse. She is be- and a staff member of her He attended LeMoyne college
ing escorted by Willie Kim- school's year book, she plans during his freshman year.
mons.
to attend Southern Illinois colMiss Gloria 1). Campbell, lege. Her ambition is to be- is a member of the Elite and
HAIR-WEEV
come a secretary.
Spanish clubs. She aspires to
Training School
5107 S. Michigan Avenue
Miss Arthur Jean Galloway, attend Tennessee State A & I
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. university and become a eleChicago, Illinois
Arthur Galloway, is a student mentary teacher. She is being
Phone: KEnwood 6-1383
at Douglass high school. She escorted by Tim War.
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Rugged was the pace re- The ladies. honored were
quired to keep up with the beautiful in gay spring chap-whirling dervish of activities eaux with handsome orchid
which dotted the horizon of corsages on their shoulders
-Memphis - on - the - Missis- The gentlemen wore lapel
sippi last weekend. And if boutonnieres. The faculty
of
anyone in our midst succeeded Washington sent a bouquet of
in being on the scene of each red roses as a special
tribute
event, then he must have had to their beloved Mrs. Haste.
GEORGANNE WAINRIGHT
BETTY RUTH cox
a pair of those mythical sev- GALA WEEKEND
en-leagued boots.
TENNESSEE CONGRESS of Forty young women have tents presentation which is
TEACHERS HONORED
PARENTS and TEACHERS been planning a whole year sponsored anhual/y by the
• Hamilton High's beautiful met at Carver High school last for an event which is sched- local alumni chapter of Kappa
auditorium was the scene of Thursday through
Saturday, uled for Friday, May 4, at Alpha Psi fraternity.
the second annual program in and for social relaxation
af- Clearpool Ballroom, 4070 Win- Teas, parties, dinners and
observance of Teaching Career fOrded delegates and
visitors chester rd., starting at 10 p.m. many other social events have
Month, Thursday night of last a delightful boat ride on Fri- The event is the 1962 Debu- lead up to the presentation.
week, when the Lester High day evening, a luncheon
Among the 40 debutantes
and
school band, directed by W. a banquet.
B. Hobson, Mr. and Mrs. are:
C. Cowser participated in the Local PTA councils, headed
Miss Georganne Wainwright,
prelude. Mrs. Clara P. Tate of by Mrs. Lucille Price were Joe Lee Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
James Spight, Mr. and Mrs.
Hyde Park school led the de- hosts to the state meeting. AdW. C.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wainwright. A stuvotions; and Mrs. Felicia M. dressing .the first general as- CharlesWeathers,
dent at Booker Washington
A. Fletcher;
Sartin introduced the master embly was Dr. Charles L.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor C. high school, she is a member
of ceremonies, well
Dinkins, president of Owen Ward, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. of Deb-Teen and a debating
Nathaniel D. Williams.
organization.
college. His subject was "New
Mr and Mrs John C. club. She aspires to become
Melvin Conley, Douglass Directions to Quality Educe- Sims,
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Lawton a speech therapist after atClub members include Meshigh school principal brought tion." Instrumental and chor- Jackson,
tending Tennessee State A &
dames Dorenzo Simmons, E.
greetings from the Bluff City al units of Mitchell Road, Ma- Arnold John R. Arnold (Mrs.
was not present due I university. She is being esGuyton, Amelia Drake, Odessa
Educational Association and nassas and Porter schools per- to illness)
Stevenson, Sarah Cummings,
arid president, corted by James Kinncaide.
the Bluff City Principals' As- formed at the meeting. As- George Stevens
Georgia Martin, Johnnie Mae
( Mrs. Stevens Miss Betty Ruth Cox, a stusociation; M r s. Elizabeth sisting Mrs. Price were other also
dent at Douglass high school, The Delta 24 club celebrated Rivers, Alice Frazier, Theresa
unable to be present).
Townsend, supervisor of Shel- officers of the Bluff City PTA Filling
in for Mrs. Stevens is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. its 12th anniversary with a Douglas, Ann Taylor, Amanda
by County schools was repre- Council, including Mesdames and Mrs. Arnold, and
receivparty at the Lelia Walker club- Moore, Lucinda Walker, Mattie
sented by a young male teach- Margaret Turner, E. L. Crump, ing a beautiful
orchid were
house and honored the presi- Moore, Erma Smith, Clara
er (whose name we did not Bernice Ballard and G. M. Mrs. Lonnie Walker and
"your
dent, Mrs. Rose Jones, who Blackwood, Louise Irving, Rose
get) in bringing greetings from Bumpus.
scribe."
gave the highlights to the club L. Newbern, Annie Belle Wilthe Shelby County Teachers' WEEKEND FORMALS
son, Pauline Hicks, Ida Mae
Tables were beautiful scenes
of Christian women.
Association; and Elder Blair MEMPHIANS, INC. held of floral beauty,
centered with
T. Hunt brought greetings their annual Spring formal tow, formal arrangements of The Douglass School PTA has She was presented many gifts Pruitt, chairman of the event;
for her years of service to the and 0. L. King, reporter.
from the Retired Teachers' last Friday night at Currie's spring flowers.
scheduled its annual tea for
Association.
Club Tropicana, where festive A "twisting good time" was Sunday, May 6, from 4 to 6
Wonderful was the duet guests were recipients of the had . . . and just a few of p. m., in the school's auditorigiven by Alfred Motlow and plush hospitality always ex- those releasing inhibitions and um. The theme is "Sip and See
Daniel Ward. To Miss Harry tended by this club of suave others just watching the antics Fashions on Parade." Chairman
Mae Simons, principal of Mag- Memphians
were the Joseph Westbrooks, of the tea is Mrs. •Blondell Searching for a Lady --A Born Tennessean, Who Is Internolia school went the honor of The ladies' dresses were the Jake Barbers, the Wilbur Cross, president of the PTA.
ested in Marriage. Weight 120 to 130 lbs. Age 30 to 40
introducing E. C. Stimbert, stunning and with the night Stocktons, Charlesteen Miles, Other committee members Years Old. Light Complexion, nice hair, 5 Ft. 6 in. Tall.
dynamic superintendent of filled with music, •any cares the Sam McAnultys, Charles are Miss Eva Broome and Mrs. I am 5 Ft. 7 In. Tall, weight 170 lbs. Orange Complexion,
Memphis City schools, who infesting the day were undis- Washburn, Henry and Norma Ernestine Brownlee. Melvin N. Curly Hair; Middle age. Have Good Job and Good Salary.
gave a challenging and in- cernable.
Ford, Thaddeus Stokes, the Conley is principal of the high Like a nice Home, Like Church and All Sports. If interspiring address.
Intermission found genial Frank Lewises, Lewis H. and school and Miss Cornelia San- ested Write—to A.E.E.S. c Tri-State Defender,
Memphis,
Another soloist was Bennie Jesse D. Springer doing the Myrna Twigg, Sam and Cen- ders is principal of the eleTon
Jenkins of Hamilton High m. c'ing at the presentation of eta Qualls, the Rufus Joneses; mentary department.
school. Then Mrs. Mauddean the Memphians and their Edward and Juanita Lewis,
T. Seward of Lester High wives (and in a few cases, he Sam Peaces, Atty. Ben
school gave the tributes to dates) assisted by vice presi- Jones, Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite,
the homorees, selected by the dent John R. Arnold who Mrs. Harry Cash, Floyd and
faculties of their various passed out the beautiful white Lillian Campbell, Betty C.
schools, including Mrs. Fran- orchid wristlet corsages to the Bland, Atty. A. A. Latting, Dr.
ces E. Tharpe, Caldwell; Mrs. feminine counterparts.
W. 4. and Grace Young, MolEthel T. Nelson, Carnes; Mrs. Gallant hosts were the fol- l-Ye arter, Aretta and FleniHattie Johnson, Carpenter; lowing Memphians, and their ing Polk, Leroy and Betty
Mrs. Ruth Lane Weed, Car- wives, who provided just the Young, Leroy and Ethel L.
ver; Mrs. Evelyn Turner, Chi- right impetus to make the for- Thompson, the James Hem cago Park; Mrs. Evelyn Tur- mal a seasonal highlight: Mr. dons, social scribe Jewel Genner and Longino A. Cook, and Mrs. William Fitzgerald, try, the A. W. Willises, RusMr. and Mrs. George Isabel, sell and' Laurie Sugarmon,
Cony.
Mrs. Myrtle G. Donoro, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wilker- Gloria and Howard Simons.
Cummings; Omar H. Robin- son, Oscar Crawford (Mrs Helen Duncan, Gloria a n d
son, Douglass; Mrs. Virginia Crawford unable th be pres- Willie Lindsey, George and
Johnson, Douglass elementary: ent). Frank Lofton and Miss Georgia Harvey and Georgia's
Mrs. Fairy M. Austin. Dunn: Milo Williams, Mr. and Mrs cousin, Mae Theo Matthews of
Mrs. C. B. Simmons, Evening John L. Outlaw, Mr. and Mrs Chattanooga in town for the
school; Miss Ada M. Ateman, Clarence Pope, Mr. and Mrs PTA convention;
Florida; Miss Grelia Reeves, E. L. Hawkins, Mr and Mrs
The Clarence Popes, JohnGeorgia; Mrs. Mary E. Diggs, Sherman Robinson. Mr. and etta Kelso Hozay with the W.
Mrs.
Thomas Willis, Mr. and C. Weathers, Zack and Susie
Grant; Mrs. Hanna Atwood,
Hamilton high; Mrs. Myrtle Mrs. H. D. Sims. Mr. and Hightower, the Willard Bells,
Mrs.
Walter Culpepper, Dr. the John Olives, Dr. A. B.
Crawford, Hanley; Mrs. Willie
F. Hill, A. B. Hill, Osville L. and Mrs. E. F. White, Mr. and Carter, the O'Ferrell Nelsons,
Cash, Hyde Park; Mrs. Julie Mrs. A. Sidney Oates, Mr. and Robert M. Ratcliffe, Rose RobScott, Kansas; Mrs. Marcelene Mrs. Jerry C. Johnson, I. •S. inson, Katheryn P. Thomas
Turner, Keel; Mrs. Rosa N. Bodden and Miss Frankie who came with Oscar CrawMurrell, Klondike; Mrs. An- Finnic. Mr. and Mrs. Ural ford, the Robert Davidsons,
nette E. Edwards, Leath; Mrs. Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Clai- :he Herbert Robinsons, AdeDoris Ray, Lester high; Mrs. borrne Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. laide and Al Randall, Wilhelmien Lockard, Edwin PraNaomi P. Greenlee, Lester J. C. McGraw;
elementary; Mrs. Hattie B. Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Mc- ter, Gert Walker, Mae Della
Swearengen, Lincoln: M r S. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Reeves, Dr. Fred and MargarGeorgia P. Quinn, Magnolia; Wynn. Mr. and Mrs Walter et Rivers, Sallye and Vaffrey
Emerson R. Able, Jr., Manas- Flowers, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bartholomew, Bennie a n d
sas high; M r s. Cornelius Davis, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Clai- Chester Williams, Nashvillian
Suggs, Melrose high; Mrs. De- borne Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Sarah Hambrick, Mrs. L.
lore S. Thompson, Melrose ele- Flowd Newman (Mrs. New- E. Martin, Mrs. Gwendolyn
mentary; Mrs. Helen .Batts, man accompanied by her son, Collier, Mrs. Anne Parker, T.
Norris; Mrs. Ruth C. Smith, Floyd, Jr.), Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Christon and many others.
T. W. Patterson, Leroy V.
Johnson. Porter; Mrs. Elnora
D. Pant, President's Island;
Mrs. Edna H. Swingler, Riverview; Mrs. Fannie J, Riley,
Shannon; Mrs. Faye M. Davis,
Walker; Mrs. Alzora E. Haste,
Washington high; Mrs. Inez
, Johnson, Wisconsin.
The Bluff City Education
Association, sponsor of the
program, selected the theme.
"Aim for Excellence." Mrs.
Lillian Campbell of Hamilton
high school awarded scholarships to Edith Jones, Lester,
Aletha Wade, B. T. Washington; Sandra St. Clair, Carver;
Hazel Burgess, Melrose; Terry
Edwards, Manassas, Cruryl
Scott, Douglass a n d Jesse
Bemley, Hamilton.
In the absence of Mrs, Willa M. Walker, president of
the association, Mrs. Sartin
gave closing remarks and tributes of appreciation to the
scores of teachers and principals who cooperated in continuing the 'Teacher of the
Yea?' program inaugurated
SPEASific... Always Ask for SPEAS!
"PET---Peg. U.S. Pat. Off.
Cop% 1961,Pet Milk Co.
last year.
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Memphis Janitor & Floor Service, Inc.
311 So. Fourth Street, Memphis, Tenn.
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Quick 'n easy Riceland
Rice makes delicious
desserts, wonderful
casseroles, a perfect
partner for any meat,
vegetable or fruit. It's
high in energy, rich in
natural flavor, low in
cost
. takes only
minutes to cook...no
peeling, paring, washing. Try Riceland
Rice. It's VELLY
NICE!

INGREDIENTS: METHOD: I. Add
rook.d Ri."°d Bin. to
1cup cooked
milk, heat to scalding
RIcoland
oom' t in top of double
Race
boiler. 2. Beat yolks with
sugar. 3. Add rice and
2 cups milk
milk mixture slowly to
yolk
and sugar, beating
2 odds,
yto
. p4.orPour
sop
bark in
boiler, cook till thick.
/
1
2cup sugar
6. Fold in raisins or
cho..d fruits if dodrsd.
SS teaspoon
6. Flare in buttered cassalt
serole, cover with meringue, bake in 350°oven
teaspoon
Si
till meringue browns.
vanilla
(For meringue: beet egg
whites till stiff. fNowly
Fruit or
adsd tin
t tbep
m.ing
bestsuts
er,obeet
.d
.
raisins If
ins
peaks).
desired

WDIA•WLOK

COOK
BOOK
ful? rotor, over SO delicious eras
to servo rice. Write Riceland Rice,
P. O. Box 81S-C, Stuttgerti Arkansas.

Currie* Club Tropicana

Many Prizes will be Given
Tickets $1.30

Tickets Call

*

N\ inner of "Mis.s Junior" Contest will he Crowned

High Fashions Will Be Display•d By Local Models
Purchased From Sorrir. of Della '''OT1;1 I Ilf•ia
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ATTEND! ATTEND! Breakfast For Milady ATTEND! ATTEND!
10 A.M. to 12 Noon
Saturday, may 12th
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IF YOU REMEMBER THE PET MILK SLOGAN
LISTEN
FOR IT ON
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PET

IF YOU HAVE 12 OR MORE *tit
PET EVAPORATED MILK LABELS OR
CANS IN YOUR POSSESSION

rung.

A

Light Fixture, Furniture Upholstery arid
Venetian Blind Cleaning
Insect Control, Lawn Service
Sanding — Sealing — Cleaning — Waxing

PET MILK PAY DAY
You get $1.00 for every can
of Pet, Evaporated Milk in
your shopping bag.

*
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LET US DO YOUR
SPRING CLEANING!

TODAY COULD BE

NEAR YOUR STORE... AT YOUR DOOR...
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Many Prizes will he Given
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BEAUTICIANS!!

Delta 24 Club
Honors Prez),
On Anniversary

Douglass PTA To
Give Tea Sunday
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STARK VILLE
education course in the eft:0
By DAN CLARK
Ii enjoyed and well attended
By LEANDY MOORE
Mrs. Elizabeth L. Smith was
two nights a week at school.
ja Funeral services for Mrs. C. called to LaGrange, Ill. on
Mrs. Mary George a n d Mrs. Genola Reed is instrucchildren, Tony and Cynthia of tor.
tilroSter, 68, were held at Bethel special business. While there
Chicago, spent the Easter holiAME church. Music by the she met her brother, David
BATESVILLE
days with her father, Rev. B.
Bethel choir; Miss Ethel M. Jones who, returned here with
her.
Leghorn, songstress.
H. Ashford.
By CLEY W. JONES
Miss Sandra Jackson, of DilMr. Oliver is a patient at The joyous story of Eastei
lard university, New Orleans, Services held at New Enon
City hospital. Young Oliver was retold in Sunday School
La., spent the Easter holidays M. B. church last Sunday wete
of Denver was here to see his and church services as Christians in and around Cairo celefather.
with her parents. Mr. and Mra. very enjoyable. Rev. M. C.
Cox, pastor, delivered a wonSam Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Kimmel of brated this festive day.
Mrs.
Learlene Fields WalkMrs. Willie Leonard, Miss derful message. In the afterSt. Louis visited his parents
Dorothy Campbell and Rob- noon the Easter services were
er of Cleveland spent Easter
here on Easter Sunday
ert Banks, instructors and the sponsored by the superintenMrs. Margel recently visited here with her family.
senior class of Henderson high dent, Millard McFarling. Mrs.
relatives and friends in East Mrs. Ethel Wilson of St.
Louis visited her mother, Mrs.
attended "Senior Day" at Al- Joanann Fondren was mistress
§t. Louis.
corn college Saturday, April of ceremonies. Miss Lizzie R.
Fennie Pearson and other relFREEPORT
atives at Easter.
14. The group had breakfast Joiner delivered the welcome
on Sunday morning in the address.
Rev. J. I. Cobb was very ill
By WILLIE L. BAYITT
but is now improving. He is
Mrs. Morgan of Memphis
cafeteria at Jackson State colThe Beavers club honored
recently visited here with her
lege.
Mrs. Sarah Lewis with a birth- assisting with a revival being
held at the Church of God In
Mrs. Willie Latham Taylor, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Whitrbly party last Saturday evehome demonstration agent of field Jay and other relatives.
Christ, with Rev. Gardener.
ning.
Ed Londsey, 78, died at his
L:renacht
county, Grenada. Mrs. Gussie Fondren spent
A prayer room will soon be
Miss., was guest speaker at the past week in Memphis
tided to St. Paul Baptist home after an extended illness.
the Women's Day program visiting son, Elder Fondren
urch by the Sarah Side MeSunday, April 15 the Second and family.
orial Committee. The late Gate City Court No. 17 will
have its Spring Tea Sunday
Baptist church, sponsored by
Mrs. Side was founder of the
CORINTH
the Women's Missionary Soafternoon, May 6 at Pyramid
church.
Courts Administration Buildciety. Mrs. Patti W. Self, presi- By REV. -W. W. HAMILTON
Reed Morris, formerly of
dent, Rev. J. H. Johnson, pasFreeport died in k Chicago ing at 3 p.m.
Easom High school band
tor.
journeyed to Jackson to parhospital. Funeral services and
burial were held in Freeport
ticipate in the state band fesLEXINGTON
tival. The local group made a
last Saturday.
MRS. NAT (KING) Cole, the initial activity for the
are Mrs. Hannah Cunningpastor: Mrs. W. Louis Davis,
By GRACE B. STIGLER
The sick include Mrs. Netfine showing and made all
center, in fur coat, was speannual Women's Day obWARREN
ham, Mrs. Edith Stover, Mrs. publicity chairman; B e p.
Sunday school was well at- Corinth students at Jackson
tie Green, Mrs. Elizabeth By MATTIE M. BURNETT
cial guest of Mrs. James Y. servance to be held Sunday. Carter, general chairman; Corneal A. Davis. Miss CarKing, Mrs. L. L. Tanner, Mrs. Last Sunday evening was a Carter last week at the ZoMay 20, at 10:45 a.m. at
Mrs. Corneal A. Davis. tea
olyn Dodd and Mrs. Velma tended last unday at Mt. Zion tate college very proud 'of
their Alma Mater. Harvey
Iris Cain, Mrs. Hershel Lev- big day at historic Bethel diac Tea at Quinn AME
Quinn. At the S•r v ic• chairman; Mrs. Cole. the
Pickens. Mrs. Martin Luther M. B. church.
Alex Henderson was guest Burton, a former Easom stuington and James Moten.
AME church, North Warren. church. Th• event marked
League's table, from left. Rev. Archibald J. Carey, jr.,
King. jr., will be Women's
last Sunday evening of Mrs. M. dent and now a senior at JackThe Junior Church of Gates
Day speaker.
son State and manager of the
Pearl Williams.
Chapel, Crossett, presented a
Funeral services were held Satellites dance band will
program. Rev. J. D. Jamison
at Yazoo City for Mrs. Ivory bring his band up' for &ISOM'S
was host pastor. An address
Robinson. Rev. Johnson offi- junior-senior prom on May 5.
was delivered by the charmBESSEMER
ciated. Survivors include four Students home for Easter
ing Miss Phyllis Tucker. A
JACKSON
and
Concord
Choirs
at
6
p.m.
day
at
12
noon
NEWBERN
in the chapel
sisters, four brothers and oth- holidays were Alice Dilworth,
congratulatory note is in orBy G. W. IVEY
Narrators were Murray B. of Bledsoe Funeral Home, the
Carol Bostic, James Patterson,
er relatives and friends.
der for the Rev. H. D. and
By
ARCHIE
WOODS
By C. A. AGNEW
Pearson, Misses Dwan Gil- Rev. M. L. Easley officiating.
Nat Prather, Joyce Miller, LaMrs. Nellie Jones, h e r Mrs. Brookins, pastor and wife
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. WhiteGOOODMAN
Mrs.
Early
Morris
of
445
Burial
was
in
S.
more,
Betty
Joe
Nichols
and
Mt.
Olivet
cemethe!
Grayson, Clinton Rhoden,
daughter, Robbie and son, of Gates Chapel.
more
were
guests
of
Mrs.
Rhoda Beasley. Rev. A. L. tery. Mrs. Brown resided at
PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA Thomas Ties, Evelyn Palmer,
Christopher, spent a very en- The 57th anniversary of Cumberland st., is at home
Karey Walker recently.
322 Second at., with sister and
Clifton Southard and Rosa
datable vacation with her Union Hill Baptist church, again after a long stay at Campbell, minister.
Mrs. Lillie G. Taylor and
We are happy to announce daughter. She was a member Jerome and Oleminia Hayes
Wents, Mr. and Mrs. Wood- West Warren, was celebrated Jackson - Madison County
of St. Louis attended the fu- husband of Memphis spent McGhee.
Miss Bobbie Moffett, sister
row CØèiian of Wilmington, recently. Participating chur- General hospital. She is very that Mrs Hattie Ballard is at of the Church of Christ. Sur- neral of their aunt, Mrs. Mary several hours here with her
home again and doing nicely vivors include one daughter,
of Miss Lydia Moffett spent
Del.,While there Mrs. Jones ches and ministers were St. grateful to her friends for
E. Hayes.
mother,
Mrs.
Feleicia
Brooks,
Miss Ann Lee Brown; one
Easter weekend in Corinth.
visited her sisters, brother and James, Rev. W. L. Lomax, kindnesses shown during her at this writing.
Mrs. Annie B. Jones and last aturday night. They were
Among those who were in sister, Miss Beatrice Brown of
is a student at Jackson
other relatives and friends. minister; Church of God in illness.
children were dinner guests in • the state on special busi- Bobbie
Services f o ri Mrs. Irine Jackson over the Easter week- Jackson, two brothers, Floyd
State college.
Thy also went sightseeing in Christ, Elder L. C. Cooks:
of Mrs. Beulah and Leala Rai- ness.
end were Miss Joe Ann Mer- Horton of Jackson and Bobert
Miss Emma Prather was
New Jersey, Philadelphia and Bethel AME church, North White were held Sunday April
ma. Also Mrs. Virginia Vaug- Rev. and Mrs. 0. B. Davis
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ANOTHER TROPHY for the
chantpionship show case at
Hamilton high school was
added recently by Miss Carla Allen, a Junior, who won
state championship for Typ-

ing 1 in a contest with some
40 other typists in Nashville
recently. Miss Allen had won
the city-wide championship
earlier. Here she is shown
presenting trophy to Princi-

MANASSAS HIGH NEWS

•
Cas1
Am
teat
add

pal Harry T. Cash as her typing teacher, Mrs. Essie G.
Shaw, looks on at left. The
contest was sponsored by the
Business Education sorority.
(Withers Photo)
}lei heart set on capturing the
love of L. R. at Hamilton?
Charles Smith wasn't the
object of several young ladies'
affection?
John T. Green did not think
Verdia Foster was the girl
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NYC CONCERT
It is traditional for the Mississippi Vocational college
band to make an annual concert tour throughout the MidSouth, and just irecently it
presented a concert in the
school auditorium.
Among the Manassas alumni in the MVC band are Don
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Valuable "Points" for every newspaper
The "Whale-Of-A-Contest
you sell.
starts today...and continues 12 weeks.*
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[Newsboys selling 75 or more newspapers each week)
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Will Be Awarded To the Boys Who
Reaches 500 Points in 12 Weeks.
1. All Tri State Defender newsboys are eligible.
2. Contestants must complete reports to their distributing
agent each week to continue in the contest. •
3. Contest will end Saturday, June 2 at 5 MM.'
of
4. Employers of the Tri State Defender and members
their families are not eligible.
5. Decisions of the judges are final.
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lefiloyneAlumni'Douglass Leads Prep League

Sports

Meet On May6 Baseball, Two Weeks To Go

Sammy Davis
One Man Show
20 Grand 'Gig'

The LeMoyne Alumni club of
Fowler canawin to strike out
Memphis will hold its regular The prep league baseball
S 1111 IVY
season is in. the Anal two Willie Ward with the bases HOLLYWOOD
monthly meeting Sunday. May
loaded after Lee and walked Davis, Jr., will do a one-man
6, at 5 p. m., in the Brownlee weeks of play with Dollgiaips
four men and the Warriors show in the Holywood Bowl
Hall faculty lounge. Hosts will desperately clinging to a•two were unable to score. Joshua
game lead over Hamilton on
on September 14. drawing a
and
Johnson
Van
LeRoy
be
BASEBALL'S NEW LOOK
Like their junior league conis giv- Ware'Charles Hendricks, and flat $20,000 for the gig billed
T. R. MeLemore and Mrs Hat- the lost side. Manassas
A few years ago an idea temporaries did in 1961, the
assault
hit
13
the
led
Lee
secfor
run
a
tie House. Mrs Ann 1, Weath- ing Hamilton
as "An Evening with Sammy
'of a third major league was National League followed suit
ond place being only a game against Larry Smith and Davis, Jr."
ers is president
brought forth by that erst- by raising its membership to
fours
had
Lee
Lee.
Charles
third
in
Wildcats
the
behind
Reports will be presented by
while baseball authority — 10 teams for the current seatour at bats, Program probably will inMrs. Letitia Poston, chairman place. The slugging Tigers acroes'the board,
Branch Rickey. According to son. With a conglomeration of
of the 1962-63 planning t...(mn- have really been taking ad- four runs scored, and four hits clude Hank Mancini backing
the former Brooklyn Dodgers negotiations during the wintinittee; Miss Clarice Sykes, vantage of their band bok which included two four ply the night club star and also
and Pittsburgh Pirates ex- er that rivaled the Wall Street
chairman of a committee plan- playing area on the Manas- smashes.
providing a separate musical
ecutive, it would be called the traffic, the two new teams—
Manassas defeated Melrose
ning a reception for seniors, sas campus. Teams find it hard
portion of the show.
the Houston Colt 45's and the
Continental League.
barrage
homerun
9-7
a
with
score
can
they
unless
win
to
commitdance
alumni
an
and
Of course it never grew be- New York Mets. were born.
Sammy is set for • Caribhapof
measure
runs.
the
took
and
more
or
10
CarEunice
Miss
by
tee headed
yond the embryonic stage; LONG SEASON
Rain washed out most of less Lester 10-3. Melrose and bean tour beginning July 27
ruthers
however, either out of respect Stocked with expendables
last week's prep schedule, Bertrand battled to a 10-10 with a two-righter in Nassau,
for the grand old Mr. Rickey from the long-time-establish- "MISS
however, Washington Doug- deadlock. The game will be followed by gigs in Trinities).
body, empowered by the PreMEHARRY, 1962-63"
or the great possibilities of ed league members, it was no
lass, and Manassas scored a replayed.
is junior medical student
Council. Crowning
Barbados, vets,.
the league becoming a success, wonder that these upstart- Clarittta Hodges of Parktown, Alumni
pair of victories each. Ham- , Manassas is involved in two Kingston and
her majesty is the descending
the expansion group went nines were given little chance N. C., who was
ilton outscored Carver 15-12 feature tilts this week with ing August 11.
queen, Miss Janice Clark.
elected to the
about and secured commit- to be in the running for the Nashville medical school's
senior dental hygienist of
in a slugging duel. It was de- Douglas! On Monday and a
ments from interested cities. National League pennant.
finitely the hitters week. showdown match with Hamilquerinship by the student
St. Louis. Mo.
The Colt 45's made a giant
It became apparent that a
Climaxing the year's activi- Washington won a forfeit and ton Friday. Other Friday
iadow of doubt had been step when they were able to
ties at Walker Elementary a 17-5 triumph over Lester games find Washington hostCast on the idea when the grab the astute Paul Richards
school, 995 S. Lauderdale St., only to take two severe lick- ing Carver, Father Bertrand
American League added two from Baltimore as general
will be the school's annual ings from Douglass, 13-1, and at Lester, and Melrose visit- "Loss of Negro Talent in
teams to its circuit. With the manager. The Colts chose their
Spring Tea, Sunday M a y 6 Melrose 19-5. The Douglass ing Douglass.
Shelby County and Memphis,
addition of the Washington players to fit their playing
from 4 to 6 p.m.
setback had an added sting STANDINGS
Floyd
Senators (the old Nats moved site, placing emphasis on deW. L. Pct. Tenn.," a paper by Dr.
The tea, sponsored by the because Red Devil southpaw Team
•
their franchise to Minnesota), fense and pitching. The 301
school's PTA, will feature a James Lee fashioned his sec- Douglass
9 0 1.000 L. Bass, dean of LeMoyne coland Los Angeles' Angels, the feet foul line dimensions of
Fashion Extravaganza with ond no-hitter of the season. Hamilton
8 2 .800 lege, has been accepted for
new league group's plans the Colts' Stadium are ideal
students rendering selections Wildness prevented the little Manassas
7 3 .700 publication by the Journal of
TEAMMATES
By ROBERT HARRIS
never got off the ground floor. for pitchers. Despite an ob5 5 .500 Educational Research. Headportsider from registering his Washington
The title of the world's fast- Hayes, completely unchanged and modeling clothes.
Speculation into why the vious weakness in po wer est human has an illustrious by his new-found fame, is well The tea is being planned by second shutout.
4 4 .500 quarters of the publishing
Melrose
3eague never was allowed to with the exception of Ramon
2 5 .286
help from Bertrand
Lee needed
past. In 1932, Chicago's Eddie liked by his teammates. Frus- Mrs. Marie L. Adams and other
get to the starting gate, point- Mejias and Jim Pendleton (a Tolan was generally conceded trated photographers tried to enthusiastic workers.
2 7 .222 company is Madison, Wis.
James Fowler in the tint and Carver
ed out the following reasons: former Negro American Lea- to be the world's best. Four get Hayes to pose alone after
Mrs. Ernestine Young is William Lewis in the sixth. Lester
6 I
.000 MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
:(1) The league would be in- gue veteran who has perform- years later Jesse Owens laid his record-tying dash in Miami, PTA president and Charles J.
rake New MITOSIS And Inwty Lite
ferior to the American and ed at old Martin Stadium claim to the title. Mel Patton but the Jacksonville speedster Patterson, jr., principal of the
a dieters preparation RUM TORE% aaaaa
up where mem Naves oft A PHYS1•
:National leagues because the here), the 45's have thus far in 1948, David Sime in 1956, always managed to have an school.
CIANS FORMULA. Onlli $500 to. a
source for talent to supply refused to be patsies. Getting Bobby Morrow in 1958, Ray armful of teammates with him.
with lowly Morter-back it not satisfied atter 3 bottles. Sena COD Check
eight teams of major league good pitching, the Houston Norton in 1960, and Frank Budd Last year after breaking a
or Mann Order alCAii
caliber, could not be tapped; entrant has held its own In 1961 have all justified their 27-year-old record at Tuskegee,
THE RUMTOREX CO.
(2) Many of the cities that while the New York Mets and claim to the coveted acclaim. one reporter seemed deter239 E 115th Sr.. Box 17
'showed enthusiasm were, no Casey Stengel dwell quietly The newest member to the se- mined to link Hayes with other
pure thing in regard to get- in the cellar.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Lt. emphasized. They don't see NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
lect group is just as aptly qual- national track stars. "What
Col. John Glenn urges that the
The Mets went for power in ified.
ting enough fans through the
other track men do you admire
hours of hard work that
rnstiles to meet the clubs' picking players they figured
young Americans enter the
Robert Hayes was the last most" asked the news hound.
country's space program, but 110 into these things, all they
erational expenses.
could bombard the shortest person to tie the world 'record quickly raising his pencil to
CAN YOU USE
The Owen College Choir is not necessarily as astronauts. see are the flights themBesides, many of these foul lines in either league. of 9.3 for the 100-yard dash record Hayes' reply. "Robert
to
scheduled
in
appear
conselves."
proGlenn,
television
a
on
towns failed to set records in They also were sentimental and the first to tie the newly Paremore, Al Austin, and Bob
MORE
cert in the major cities of the gram (GO hours to the moon,
supporting their teams in the in choosing old Dodgers' he- accepted record of 9.2. A feat Harris," shot back Hayes.
The astronaut said the coun2-7.
May
state,
importance
the
said
ABC-TV),
Territorial
roes — Gil Hodges, Roger that's all the more remarkable HE LIKES
minor leagues. (3)
rights of the minor leagues Craig, and Charlie Neal. The when one considers the fact Hayes. at 5' 11", 182 pounds, Concerts will be held in of he and his fellow astro- try needs "dedicated people —
were certain to be an issue. Mets have gotten their share that these two dashes came is tremendously strong. Despite Jackson on May 2 at the nauts is sometimes "overem- highly trained and dedicated
CROUND FLOOD
The squads were not located of homeruns in the Polo with no competition in be- his frequent claims of being Macedonia Baptist Church; phasized."
people ... in these particular
STERICK BUILDING
. . . perhaps the eha of
in close proximity, thus, ne- Grounds, but so have their tw.een their occurrences. Hayes, "out of shape" the Jacksonville Nashville, May 3 at the 15th
•wirier fOIRS 1151 rirr,
cessitating airplane travel opponents. Hitting alone will undefeated thus far, also post- jaguar has a strong finish in ave., Baptist church; Knox- that we're opening up here is fields."
017 PRINERINEIAl
which would send the expen- not carry the Stengelese crew, ed several 9.4's and 9.5's his his sprints. Before the record ville on May 4 at the Taber- a little bit like opening up
SERVICE"
ses soaring; (4) Then, it was and after a near record num- freshman year. Hayes is just as tying sprint, he complained nacle Baptist Church; Chat- almost an entirely new conTO RISE
figured that a third major ber of losses at the outset, the spectacular in the longer sprint, privately of a swollen toe and tanooga on May 6 at the First cept or a whole new world EARLY
league would be like "killing New Yorkers are busy shop- the 220. In the conference meet had to borrow a teammate's Baptist church; and in Fayette- that people have to get into The Hindu bride was expectthe goose that lays the golden ping around trying to plug last season, Hayes ran a 20.1 pair of shoes. His own pained ville on May 7 atMt.Zion and think about to make it
Baptist Church.
really mean anything," Glenn ed to rise early on' the day of
up the deluge of weak spots. on the WET track. The world him.
tgg'"
Mrs. D. T. Graham, who said in the film taped at Cape her wedding and look into the
Robert Hayes is an unusual
There must be a training
Jim Brosman, Cincinnati record is 20.0, and it too is in
ground for the raw talent to Reds' off season writer, is the jeopardy from the "FAMU athlete. He dodges the spot- directs the 24 voice choir, will Canaveral.
of the sun — for life-suslight when others seek it. He's be assisted by students Pearl "In a way, sometimes the face
develop, and soaking in more author of the book that was flier."
unimpressed by fame though he Watkins, Henrietta Person, glamorous sides are over- taining power.
Of the minor league domain published a few years ago
accepts it. He may not be the June Lacey and Herman
When the dwindling minors entitled THE LONG SEAgreatest sprinter of all times Hayes.
were fighting the battle of SON. Had Brosman waited,
JAYCEE FISHING RODEO
Erma Dockery, Charlie Folthough facts support that
fikeir lives just to survive, he could have dedicated his
Application
Herand
Watkins
Pearl
som,
ambiburning
a
has
He
claim.
Studio At
mEight prove to be a major baseball literary masterpiece
Age
tion which is a near secret. man Hayes will be featured as Names
George
Stengel,
Casey
to
stuThree
college
LeMoyne
monstrosity, seriously posing
Last
First
soloists.
across
campuses
other
many
On
319 BEALE STREET
Weiss, and the New York dents will work as rangers
Zone
a threat to baseball as our Mets because it seems that
be a hero.
Address
this summer at national parks the country he would
WE SPECIALIZE IN
Grade
Robplain
just
Attended
he's
FAMU
At
School
tational pastime.
it's a long, long time from under a provision of the U.S.
•Family Groups
Teacher's Name
ert Hayes "who runs on the
NOW to SEPTEMBER.
NATIONAL EXPENDS
Department of Interior.
LeMoyne college held its an Parents Name
• Church Ggoups
Floyd
Weakley, student track team . . I think." The
Honors Cdnvocation May TELEPHONE
council president of 730 Walk- fastest human in the world nual
• Horne Photos
Students who made t h e
2.
eliare
er ave., and Robert Hambric, likes it that way.
between 6 and 16 years of age
• News Photos
dean's list were announced and All School Students
basketball player from Chica• Weddings
freshmen, sophomores and jun gible to enter. Enclose 25-cents for cost of baits
go, will be at Yellow Stone
iors with two-point averages Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER OFFICE: c/o Fishing
• Receptions
National Park, and Eugene
or better awarded scholarships. Rodeo: 236 S. Wellington St., Memphis 5, Tenn., Not Later
Davis, another basketball play.
JA 6-5835 or WH 6-3289.
Seniors in this top bracke than June 7th.
of Cleveland, Ohio, will work
were given cash prizes.
at Yosemite National Park.

HORIZON

Walker School To
Give Fashion Tea
On Sunday, May 6

•

Education Journal To
Publish Bass Article

ROBERT HAYES:
Fastest Human Alive

Owen Choir
Tours State

o

Urges Youths To Enter
U.S. Space Program Now

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

! Pictures Tell A Story

ERNEST C.WITHERS
Photographers

Lakloynites To Wort
In National Parks

Honors Convocation

Commenting

ON REAL ESTATE
By Ted Brown

Owen College's
Manager Attends
Radcliffe Returns National Meeting
To Black Barons

then solicit the estimate of
FIRE INSURANCE
CHICAGO, April 24 -- (SpecThe business of fire insur- several competent builders to
ance is one of the most dom- ascertain the cost to repair the ial) — An oldtime favorite and
ex-baseball playing great, 49inant of all t h e insurance damage.
One of the estimates should year-old Ted "Double Duty"
needs. Primarily because fire
is the number one claim re- then be sent to the insurance Radcliffe, is returning to the
quest. We've read of cases of company to be compared with Negro American Baseball
destroying a home that the insurance company's esti- League as a manager.
s not covered by insurance. mate. If there are differences, It was announced, yesteryen with the fire insurance the assured or his represen- day, by Birmingham Black
full coverage cannot compen- tative and the company ad- Barons' General Manager Karl
sate for the loss of personal juster discuss then with hope E. Wilken that Radcliffe had
effects, the work put into a of reaching a compromise set- signed to manage the team.
tlement. If by any chance the
home.
Fire insurance is inexpen- difference cannot be recon- mence with the permanericisi
sive. "The fire insurance con- ciled by you and the insur- pairs. The policy 'contract ittract is a contract of indem- ance company, then it is nec- self should show the amount
,nity." It's intention, if proper essary to select an appraiser. insured, ,the rate and premcoverage is carried, is to in- The appraisers select an um- ium, the term, commencement
demnify the insured for mon- pire, but in the event they and expiration dates, and the
etary loss in such a manner cannot agree on an umpire, name of the insured. From
that he will neither gain nor then, on the request of the there on the policy is com"lose financially in the event insured or the insured com- pleted to suit the particular
:of lire loss. It endeavors to pany, one may be selected by assured by the addition of the
place the insured in the same a judge of a court of record. proper form.
Speaking of fires and lightAn award arrived at by the
or most nearly the same position he was in 'before the appraisers or by the apprais- ing; A friend here in the
ers and the umpire will then office tells me of the time
fire.
Standard forms of policy determine the amount of ac- when lighting struck her home
sre required by the different tual cash value and loss. An and partially burned her home
'states, different in some de- assured is permitted to make and while the adjuster was
'tails, as a rule, provide insur- temporary repairs to prevent out to set the amount of
zince coverage against all di- futher damage, but he should damages another lire occured
'Tact losses by lighting or fire. not proceed with the com- and destroyed the otheir porThe policy can be cancelled plete restoration of the dam- tion of her home as they lookaged premises until the loss ed on. The troubles some
at any time.
When a loss occurs, the in- has been adjusted, or at least folks have! I didn't believe
red should immediately no- until the insurance company her but I might add "better
tify the insurance company grants him permission to corn- get that property insurance."
and protect the property from
further damage. He should
NEED
11

IF
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Buy Your 1962

AUTO LIABILITY

NEW FORD

INSURANCE?
we Can Insure

CARS OR
USED CARS

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSI

HULL—DOBBS
1W0rld's

Largest Ford

Dealers

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

'I

You/

Owen college business manager, Leotis Peterman, plans
to attend the 23rd Annual
Meeting of the American Association of College and University Business Officers, of
which he is a member, May
3-5 at Fisk university in
Nashville.
Peterman, who has been
business manager at Owen
three years, is a member of
the Association of Higher
Education and the National
Business Teachers Association.
He is listed in the current
edition of "Who's Who in
American Education."

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE.— Phone: JA 6-0651 or JA 6-0652

Harley E. Wagnon
FALSTAFF DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
410 NORTH SECOND STREET
MEMPII IS. TEN N
PHONE: JA 5-7133

Regular 15c Size

ROYAL CROWN
MEN'S POMADE
35c SIZE
ROYAL CROWN
• HAIR DRESSING
When You Buy

SPAALL DOWN
PAYMENT
SMALL MONTillf
PAYmg -JT5

CALL US OR COMI TO OUR OFFICE TODAY

takes pleasure in announcing

as distributors of
PREMIUM QUALITY
FALSTAFF BEER

llemphis, Tenn.

FALSTAFF BRZWING CORPORATION Or ST. LOVES. IIISSOr Ft

get your -veried
roomed hoe

tor wellSinai Croon

pair"

Royal Crowa
Pomade tor ow.
at tre(.
It.., Eamon( for room"

Yea lonely sea general strew)

011.•
Von it... 0606 PO* ISCIlD tMI 0

AMERICA'S

PREMIUM

QUALITY BEER
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dist
Bishop Alexander F.
Shaw of the 'Central (Negro)
Jurisdiction in the April $9
Christian Advocate, Method*
pastor's journal The church 211
a voluntary institution. Cosa"cion of any kind should be
avoided, he said.
"It Negroes were invited to
Bishop Shaw gives spec
join white churches all over
America, the Negro church suggestions in his article #
would remain the most 4e- eliminating the Central Jurissireable to Negro people. . . diction, symbol of segregation
But there should be no law or in the church's structure, by
custom to prevent any believ- transfering various of lb
er from joining any Christian Areas into those of the other
•
church," writes retired Metho- Jurisdictions.

Negro Desires To
Remain At His Own
Church,Says Bishop

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory
By JAMES C. GREGORY

fronting commercial cattlemen
will mean extra profits when
done properly, the two jobs
are dehorning and castrating.
Recommended procedures for
these practices are to take
these operations at the same
time and when calves are just
a few days old.
Several county livestock associations are co-sponsoring
schools on dehorning a n d
castration with their county
Extension agents.

Prices for beef cattle during the first half of 1962 may
by slightly above the prices
during t h e same period in
1961, reports Eugene Gambill,
U-T Extension associate agricultural economist.
The price outlook for the
last half of 1962 is likely to be
;a little below that of 1961,
!however. Thisap pliestofeeder
!however. This applies to feed!or calves as well as to other
A HOUSE FULL of children at the Lakeview Gardens fourth. They are seen stand;classes of cattle. The large calf
were invited to the double
home recently. Justine was ing in front of the porch of
!crop of 1961 and the large calf
birthday party for Justine
celebrating her sixth birththeir home at 4888 Peace at.
crop expected this spring
and Lamle Faye Poindexter
day and Laneta Faye her The girls are the daughters
makes this forecast of cattle.
of Mr. and Mrs. James Pain.
feeder,
both slaughter and
have held up well so far this
year in spite of the increase
The Speed-Writers at Hen- Brown Branch YWCA, 1044
U) numbers as shown by the
LACKLAND AFB, Tex. — derson Business college, have
beef cattle. Dairy cattle num- Three Memphis men have com- made plans to sponsor a Tea Mississippi blvd. The affair is
bers have continued to decline. pleted their basic Air Force and Fashion show Sunday, entitled "Spring ExtravaganThree classes show rather
May 6, at 5 p. m., at the Sarah
heavy gains—cows. 4 per cent;
one- and two-year heifers, 3
YOU NEED HELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR
Per cent; and calves, 5 per
ent.
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
FEW DAYS OLD
Rev. C. N. F. Jefferson
'. The large gain in each case
H•r• Now - In Memphis
as a special meaning for the
For Appointment Phone, JA 7-4201
future. The big increase in
Depressed Worried • Broken Hearted, Lonely,
cows and heifers will provide
UnhopP), Unnatural Fe•Itnqs, Need Lore Money Problems
a larger breeding herd and
• GOD CAN DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL •
progressively larger future C. Small
R. Taylor
LETTERHEADS. personal. business.
MYSTIC SEER
,kialf crops beginning with this
They come in three colors. I color
Airtraining
are:
They
here.
Writ•
for 250, 2 enter $2.00 for 250,
$1.75
431
East
Call
44th
53,
i
Chtcogo
WA
4.0522
•
year. The heavy gain in the
3 color 2.226 for 360. There are 15
Taylor,
Richard
Basic
J.
men
styles.
mean
The envelopes are the same
number of calves will
price. Free samples and information.
larger supplies of beef in the Clarence Small, jr., and LuthSend Sc tor handling and mailing.
Rodger M. Harrison, 10300 Dyer. El
last half of 1962 and the first er J. Reddick, jr.,
Paso, Texas.
half of 1963, when many of Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor,
434 S. Wallthese animals will move to William H.
AGENTS WANTED
ington St., is being sent to
the slaughter market.
For As Little As
10 MEN
Amarillo AFB, Tex. He is a
10 WoklEIS
The proportion of the nagraduate of Booker T .Washapply
tional herd in beef and dairy
ington high school, he attendFULLER PRODUCTS
is unusual, Gambill says. Ap- ed LeMoyne
college.
proximately 70 per cent of the Small,
429 South Main
nephew of Mr. and
Can
You
Have
One
or
Modern,
Two
Convenient
Offices
99.5 million cattle are beef Mrs. R. T. Bowles, 1960
Fite
Tri-State
The
In
Defender
TV BARGAIN
Building.
and the other 30 per cent are rd., has been assigned to KeesFIVe Repossessed Console TV's. Take
up Notes.
JNP Puurniture Co.
dairy animals. Consider also ler AFB, Miss. He is a
DOCIORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.
1959
FA 7-76S6
the productivity comparison graduate of Manassas high
where the present herd is far school.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
FOR SALE
more productive in beef outReddick, 18, whose parents
Pict, Up Payments On
put per unit than the 1952 reside at 743 Dallas is being
Fr•nrh Pte./Inc.& Farn.ture
herd.
Long Room - Dummy, Pro,
assigned to Chanute AFB, Ill., ••••••••
Bedroom and Sterec
TIPS FOR GREATER
is a 1961 graduate of Booker
Telephone GL Ii91.57
CATTLE PROFITS:
T Washington high school.
Two simple tasks now con-

3Memphis Men
Complete Basic

SEE or CALL YOUR
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

an4
WORLD

FAMED MYSTIC SEER
Rev. C. W. P. JEPPEllSON
WILL BE IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
ALL THE MONTH OP MAY

dexter. The children shown
the porch are not the

Phone JA 7-4201

on

only ones present for the
party, The house is fulll
(Billy Duncan Photo)

Dreors• Interpreted --• Blessed Amulet
Peace My People •-• We Lowe Se Mush
431 East 44th Street, Chloe,* 53, IIIInels
Plum• Res. We 4-0522
Bus. WA 4-2133

Henderson To Give Tea-Fashion Show

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section °
Gail

$30 MONTHLY

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

JA. 6-8391

Enroll Now For
Red Cross Classes
Learn-To-Swim

General Alumni To
Meet At LeMoyne
Officers of the General Alumni association of LeMoyne college are mapping plans for the
annual meeting of the association scheduled for Saturday,
May 26, on the campus.
Highlighting the meeting
will be the election of national
officers and a special tribute
to graduates of all "2" classes.
Eugene Thomas of Washington, D. C., is national president.

Applications die now available to some 20.000 Memphis
and Shelby County youngsters
expected to enroll in the 1962
Memphis
Park
CommissionAmerican Red Cross 'Learn-to-

Swim" program.
Applications, are available
in the principal's office in all
city, county, and parochial
schools, and at the MemphisShelby
County Red Cross

Chapter at 1400

Central ave
Minimum age for the classes
is seven years, and all classes
starting June 11 will be held

between 8 a.m. and 12 noon
weekday except Wednesday at all municipal swimming
LLOYD RICHARDS, the young pools. Deadline for enrolling is
director of Broadway's "Ft iisin June 15.
In the Sun" and the first NeThe Jivaro Indians of South
gro ever to direct on Broadway,
is in Boston for a four-week America believe that if a man
tails to add a new shrunken
stay as visiting director of the
Boston University Theatre. head to his trophies periodically
he will become prey to illRichards. here to stage Arthur
Killer's original script of "The ness and witchraft.
Crucible" at the university
May 10, 11 and 12, was an act-

L

My Opinion May Be The Key
To Your Success
Noir For Appointment or
Phone
74201 or ( U 6-21139
DREAMS INTERPRETED
"Candle-light Service" Sunday, May 6. 1962 .3:00 P.M.

HOUSE OF PRAYER

66 W. Mallory

or-director who had landed just
two Broadway parts and

walked sometimes as a waiter
Its his 12 years in New York
before 'Raisin in the Sun"
changed his fortunes.

HUNEY DORY
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30

BROTHER BOb

1o6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2

Pic-up Payment on French Provincial B. R. Suit (1 white) (1 cherry)
2 pc Living R. Suit - 6 DC. Cherry
D. R. Suit - French Provincial
Stereo - Hot Point Air Conditioner
See from a P.M. to 10 P.M.
661 East Gage

U. S. CIVIL SERVICE
TESTS!
Men-Wamen, 18-52. Start high as $102.
a week. Preparatory training until
appointed. Thousands of lobs MenExperience usually unnecessary.
FREE Information on Jobs, salaries.
requirements. Write TODAY giving
phone. Lincoln Service. PelCn 45. Illinois.

FOR SAAR
Davenport. Chair. Sofa, Stove, It.Irliterator, round dining table. Eing
sine
bed,
Rill or part time in Memphis. Send
"
gi
Ritlildenn
:rori:nortnob7g;
tthoeipirti: irrr
fan, radio. air-condltloner - Prom
fora Drive;
me.
RR 4-6104
Tilc&IN. A 510115 A
SAYE 51111 - Buy Thousands 01 limos
3 Rooms tind Bath. Water pd. Ilot at wholesale. Send $1.00 (refundable)
for lerge illustrated catalog. Annan*"
water. Rear.
096 Leath
24 6-8045 Of CaillOrnla, P.O. lea nes. 11011ywood. California.
CICERO FALLS
Heating Service - Water Heater, 1 Y P161111 HOLIEWoRKER81 MA
money at Milne! Maher". 2 MA
Well Heater - Repaired and installed.
Residential Piping. All Work Cluaran• son.
Olt62NUAS LE. INDIANS
teed. Licensed - 1625 So. Third St.
Phone WH 6-0044
IRONING
- - Done In
My Home at reasonable rates.
Call JAckson 6-4004
FOR RENT

rzr.

FOR SALE
Party D
Like New - Formal Assorted oCkirs and aims. Worn by
3 Southwestern student'. BR 2-3563.
1$66 EIFFteltRY
Pour-door. • Pavel Equipment; take
up notes. Phone 6132.6134 - After 4:30
P.M.
LAUNDERETTE ?DR 851-fl
Choice Negro Location
Will Sacrifice
Low Equity
Mr.
Call
Page EL 7-3214
or FA 4-4423

3 MEN
$90 Weekly Earnings
\ gm 75 • 46. hitch School Education
Man futh We, e'perternie piefetre.
tiiner
em
oe neat in 4131.*Orellee. CST i•
5. Able to turnieli Bind.

BARBEE LAKE - Fishing and Horseback riding, MOO Nora fake
R4
EX 8-1068,
2 Rooms and Bath
Heal JA 6-11045.
- —

CANE COLE
3 to Sign Off

aN enable

To Serve Friends
and Patrons
In the Best of
Furniture, .4ppliances
and All Types of

FURNITURE
IN? Furniture Company
PROMOl'ION TO
2451 Park Ave.
FA 7.78811
QUALIN'l ED MEN
$3 70 Weekly buys complete houses!
Witte to P.O. Bo: SRI - OlsIns furniture.
Free
Transportation
to
Oaten".
Store. Ask for Paul or Jim.

Home Phone
IA 6-2070

4

SATISFACTION N
OUR SPECIALTY

0

254 SOUTH

826
BULLINGTON

da

2nu

On you need 3 or 4 bedrooms'
Or YOU can rent out one side
of this big house an an apartment to help oc. the notes ft
hign
deep lot anti wage. and
yer• reasonable prIce let
is show you this highly deslrubie property. call us today

PAUL BRELAND
GL 8.7232
Realty
FA 4-2061
282 N. MERTON

The New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street

LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523

YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
—.—

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defenier

Call or Come In Today.

REUREN

W AS1,1 I NG TON
Sunday — Sign On
To ign Off

M-

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

Home Repairs
Bus. Phone
wH 8.2666

CS
fo

•

$10.00 DOWN
Own a beautiful home site on
Grenada Lake in Carve/
Point
Subdivision - Easy
terms, wonderful resort area
for fishing, boating, a w I mming, hiking and just plain
living. Call me for complete
information and pictuies. Mis
Ruby Fant - BR 6-71190.

THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I.

I9 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean,
Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Roans — Showers ...
Weekly Rates: $5 — $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75,30 ft.
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections, Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulafior Gym Equipped with Stage:
Spectators Section with
4
7
12.7.,gt
capacity
.—-eling
- For Leagues, Tournaments.
Con+P•fany•
Matches, Classes
Boeing
Community Programs
Club Rooms: Club Meetings - Cletses - Forums
Conferences — Teas — Socials

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
+— ANNUAL RATES $7

—

0

Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

S
tel
K.
te

— $27,

Ja
yo.
CR

MADAM BELL
(English

of

IS

Ye
De
un
Ge
th:

BR 6-0016
I.icensed & Bonded Electricians
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat

Water pd. Gas

YOU

0

•

Baker Electric Go., InC,
2219 Young Ave.

1754 BISMARK

FOR SALE

ati
no

al;

stv

W. E.(Bill) Andersen

GOLDEN GIRL
/4:30 to 10, 2 to

ar

HELP WANTED
15 GOOD WORKERS

845 Aied• Avenue
Newly decorated 3-Room Apartment
4-Bedroom. 2 Baths. IM Story Howie Stove,
Refrigerator and Water fur12.500 Equity - Assume Loan - No
nished. $12.50 Wk. MU 2-3R73.
Qualifying
WH 6-4440
Ask for Reggie Dicke,

JAckson 6-8397

FREEMAN
Furniture
Co.

.70

el
MOVING

We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progre.sion and merit increases.

4

• •

ler..on

Hey .

each

•

JAckson 6-8397

3 Lines For 2 Weeks

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

•

yi.
Is
le

Lady)

te
fu

KNOW SHE IS NOT

GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi Slate Line. MAI/AM BELL is
back after a long time of being awgiii
and at last she is back to stay in hW
new home.
A

so
th

•

to
to
h.

Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragedf
If any of these are your problems, come let MAI/AM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MAI/AM BELL at once.

re

Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)

um"

Catch yellow hos marked Whitehaven State
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and aW
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.

to

